walk साधारण—n supper, dinner साधा-गरी—n evening song साधक, साधकी—n evening-party साधिया—n proximity, closeness, presence, company (জ্যব সাধিয়া) সাধিয়া একান—ν to give a wide berth to সাধ্যাভা—n marked by disorder of three humours of the body, namely, blood bile and phlegm সাধ্যাভাভা ভাব—typhoid enteric fever সাধ্য—n containing rendering into prose with the grammatical connections shown or made explicit (সাধ্য ভাব)] সাপ—n a snake, a serpent, (fig) a malicious person সাপও হবে, সাপঝু না ভাকে (fig) accomplishment of a difficult job without sustaining any loss or damage সাপ হবে কাটা, আর রোপ হবে ওঠা (fig) to hunt with the hound and run with the hare সাপের হাতে পেলা (fig) involvement in a nauseating or unpleasant affair which cannot now be shaken off সাপের পাদ-পাদে দেখা—(fig) to get extremely audacious as if one has come into possession of some rare power সাপের হাঁট মোতো থেকে—(fig) a jeweller knows the shine of a gem সাপটি—n loud bragging or bullying, a a violent stroke (as with a tail) সাপটি—(1) a ordinary, drab (সাপটি ভাব), in lump gross (সাপটি ভাব) (2) adv in lump and without discrimination (সাপটি ভাব) সাপটি—same as সাপটি সাপেজিত্ব—fem of সাপ সাপেজিত্ব, (coll) সাপেজি—n a snake-charmer (by trade or caste) সাপেক—a depending or dependent (on), subject (to) governed by a particular stipulation সাপেক,সাপেক ভাব—n (log) a mediate inference সাপতিক—(1) a weekly (2) n a weekly journal a weekly সাপ—(1) cleansed, clean clear, clear-cut, unequivocal, obvious thorough downright (সাপ ভাব) perfect or traceless (সাপ ভাব), empty or emptied (পকেট সাপ), freed of obstruction (পাখিয়ের রাজা সাপ), completely destroyed or all dead (রাম সাপ) (2) adv completely thoroughly (সাপ ভাব) সাপ করা— to cleanse, (facet) to empty পকেট সাপ করা—(facet) to pick one's pocket সাপ করা—clear-cut words, final words সাপ করা—a deed of outright sale, a deed of conveyance সাপ অবস্থা—a straight
answer, a sharp retort, (esp. in law) a complete denial

साधना—n success साधनावृत्ति—a crowned with success, successful

साधन—n cleansing, exculpation, an exonerative explanation vindication of innocence साधना गान्या—v to plead innocence, to plead not guilty साधना देना—v, to advance arguments to vindicate one's innocence साधना नाप्ता—a witness vindicating the innocence of the accused

साधू—n sadhu साधू-समाप्तिक—n a sub-lector साधू-समाप्ति—n a sub-editor साधू-कविन्ति—n a sub-committee साधू-कक्ष—(1) a having leisure (for) (2) n leisuer or opportunity कार्यालय साधू-कक्ष (नेट)

साधन—n a sub-judge साधन—same as साधना करा साधन—(1) a careful, cautious on one's guard, on the alert, heedful (2) n to be careful, take care, be on guard साधना करा—v to caution to warn साधना करा—v (fig.) safe bind safe find साधना—n carefulness, cautiousness, alertness heedfulness साधना—a same as साधना (a) साधना—adv carefully, cautiously साधन—n a solar day a solar month (2) a solar (लाभ में)

साधन—a having a body with limbs or constituent parts, corporeal साधन-रेखियाँ—n a sub-Registrar साधनी—a effortless, easy façile, artistic, artistically playful.

साधक—a finished thoroughly consumed or spent (for) (facet) eaten up, utterly destroyed or ruined, killed or murdered done in साधक करा—v to finish, to consume or spend thoroughly (facet) to eat up the whole amount of, to ruin or destroy utterly, to kill or murder, to do (one) in

साधन—n soap साधन माणा रा साधन—v to soap माणा—n a cake of soap साधन—a soap-ball रा साधन—a piece of soap साधनने में—suds, soap-suds lather साधन कॉढी—n a soap-case, a soap-dish साधनकृत—a saponaceous, soapy

साधक—a of age, adult fem. साधका साधक हॉला—v to come of age, to attain adulthood, to reach majority साधक—n full age, majority, adulthood
...telling one's fortune from the marks on one's person (cp physiognomy), (look) astrology or palmistry (usu 者.a.s.またはb.)
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absorption in the Supreme Soul, identification with God.

सान्स—a armed. सान्स बाहिनी—armed battalion सान्स रक्षी—armed guard
सान्स—pop corrupt of सान्स
सान्स—alt spell of सान्स
सान्स—(1) n the best or excellent part
duramen, heart-wood, sap (of a tree), film
or cream (of milk), marrow (of bone),
plith, essence, extract, inner significance
gist, substance, abstract, spirit vigour
(लोकटारी सबेप आर सार देहा), manure,
ferilized, (only) worth (कर्मीला सार) (2) a
best, excellent, essential real or true or
inner सार कर्म—v to have recourse to
something or consider it as the sole
object of pursuit, to regard something as
the best or sole object सार बोका—v to
regard something as the best or sole object,
to form an unalterable and final
conviction सार देखा—v to manure
उल्टी सार—vegetable manure विकिस सार—
mineral manure पारिवर्तक सार, पारिसार—
animal manure अलक्षिण सार—n compost सार
cर्म—(lit) essential words, substance,
gist, sum and substance सारकुचा, सारपाणि,
सारकेन—n a dung-mer, a manure-pit सारकर्ख—n
having an inner significance or
import, rich in content, substantial सारे०—n a manual, a vade-mecum सारबिन्दु०—
an abstract register सारबिन्दु—n subst-
tantiality, real worth सारवन—a full of
substance, substantial, rich in duramen,
sappy, plithy, fertile सारवृक्ष—a abstrac-
ted into or reduced to substance only,
(loos.) substantial, best, picked. सारवृक्ष—
n मार सारवृक्ष—n steel सारपूचा, सारबिन्दु०—
a pithless, sapless, unsubstantial सारसेन, सारसेन०—n collection or compilation
of the substantial or best specimens
or of the pick, an abstract, an anthology
of the best things
• सारवृक्ष—see सारवृक्ष०
• सारवृक्ष०—n a variety of spotted deer
• सारवृक्ष०—n fem of सारवृक्ष०
• सारवृक्ष०—n a stringed instrument akin
to the violin (usu. सारेबा), one who plays
on this instrument
• सारेबा, सारेबा०—a table सारेबा—a tab-
led सारेबा०—n tabling, सारेबा०—a tab-
ular, सारेबा०—a tabled.
• सारेबा०—n a chariot-driver, a charioteer.
sahar—alt spell of shahar
sahar—a form of final salvation consisting in the attainment of God's personal grace in one's own person
sahar—pop corrup of sharar
sahar—n a boatswain, a serang
sahar—n (mus.) the first four notes of the gamut, namely c d e f musical notation, elementary lessons of music
sahar—n (fig.) elementary knowledge.
sahar, sahare—alt spellings of sahare, sahar
sahare—pop corrup of sharar
sahare—n extraction or elicitation of the true significance or inner meaning
sahar—n a circus-show circus saharashe—n to hold a circus show saharashe—n a showman of a circus
sahar—n a surgeon
sahar, (corrup) saher—n a sergeant
sahar—n a police-sergeant
sahariket—n a certificate sahariket
sahariket—n (v) to give (one) a certificate, to certify
sahar—n (1) a moneyed, wealthy, significant, meaningful (2) n a companion, a collection a flock, a herd, a company
sahar—n a company of merchants collectively, a company of merchants sahar—n (esp. in arithmetic) successful, effective, useful, realized, gratified saharbaksha—n (rare) success, fruition, effectiveness, utility, use, realization gratification saharbaksha—n one who has fully justified one's name (esp. by one's attainments and deeds) famous sahar
sahar—n a registrar of firms sahar—n a company of merchants travelling together a caravan of merchants, a merchant, a guide
sahar—n (one and a half)
sahar—n a relating to all universal sahar
sahar—n a of all times, eternal, perpetual
sahar—n same as sahare (see sar)
sahar—n sahare (also universal sahar)
sahar—n (international) sahare (also universal sahar)
sahar—n universal sahare (also international sahar)
sahar—n (1) an emperor, a sovereign ruler, a sovereign, a title awarded to some Sanskrit pundits (2) a world-wide, universal, having worldwide fame, (loos) supreme, sovereign sahar—n pertaining to all states, international, universal sahar
sahar—n universal
sahar—n an era, (pop) hegira as current in Bengal, the Bengali era (commencing from 593 or 594 A.D.) a year
sahar—n turnup
sahar, sahar—n (of a person) embellished with ornaments ornamented, of language ornate fem sahar, sahar
sahar—n year-closing, the annual report or review, the annual accounts or balance-sheet
sahar—n (alt spell of salam)
sahar—n mohurat—n salep
sahar—n a Ayurvedic (alimentary) blood-purifying tonic (cp. sarsa), (loos) an elixir
sahar—n correct form of salam
sahar—n (alt spell of salam)
sahar—n salam—(1) n an annual grant or stipend or fee or rent (2) a annual yearly (3) adv annually
salam, (inc.) salam—n an arbitrator (fem an arbitrixx) an arbiter (fem an arbitress) (error) arbitration salam—n arbitrament arbitrament salam, salam—n (1) arbitrament (2) a arbitral, under arbitration
sahar—n (alt spell of salam)
sahar—n (alt spell of salam) sahar
sahar—n (sex) khal, lekhe bele amhi dal—I am on starvation diet but they say I live in luxury
sahar—n a form of salvation that enables one to live with God in the same abode
sahar, sahar—n a sash
sahar—n a cut in expenditure a saving
sahar—n with tears full of tears
sahar—n—adv with tearful eyes
sahar—n performed by touching the ground with one's eight limbs, namely, thighs, feet, hands, chest, head, eyes sight and speech or tongue lying at full length with the face to the ground.
sahar—n—adv touching the ground with one's eight limbs, lying at full length with one's face to the ground
sahar, sahar—n full of pride or vanity, proud, conceited sahar, sahar—adv proudly, conceitedly
sahar—n companionship, company, cooperation help
sahar—n natural, instinctive
sahar—n intrusion, courage, bravery.
boldness, daring, audacity साहस करा—v to dare, to venture, to make bold to take or summon up courage साहसक—a requiring or having courage, courageous bold, daring, audacious साहसी—a having courage, intrepid, courageous, brave bold, daring साहसी हो—v to be brave or courageous, to dare, to venture, to be audacious fem साहसिनी

साहाय—alt. spell of साहाना

साहाय—n help aid, assistance, support, backing, patronization (derivative) abet or collaboration, a gratuitous gift or donation साहाय करा—v to help aid, to assist, to support to back, to patronize, (derivative) to abet or collaborate, to give or donate gratuitously साहायकार, साहायकारी—1) a helping, assisting supporting, patronizing helpful conducive, (derivative) abetting or collaborating (2) n a helper, an aid or assistant, a supporter, a patron, (derivative) an abettor or collaborator fem साहायकारी साहायकार बना—same as साहाय करा साहायकारी—a in receipt of help or aid or assistance or support, aided साहायकारी बिद्धक—a school in receipt of a grant-in aid or an aided school साहायकारी—a or n on whom seeks help fem साहायकारी साहायकार, साहायचा—adv in aid of, for help

साहित्य—n literature polite literature belles-lettres a book (वर्णनित), composition writing (प्रबन्धाकार), साहित्यकार—n the art of literary composition साहित्यक्षेत्र—n field of literature साहित्यचर्चा—n literary pursuit or discussion साहित्य करा—v to compose or study or cultivate literature साहित्यसंख्या—n the literary world, the world of letters साहित्यसंस्था, साहित्यसंसर—n the literary profession, साहित्यकार दोस्त—n same as साहित्यकार (n) साहित्य भाषा—n the store or repertory of literature साहित्यकार—n an eminent litterateur or writer साहित्यकार—same as साहित्यकार साहित्यसंस्था—n a literary society or gathering, the literary world साहित्यसंसार—n the literary world, litterateurs collectively साहित्यसाहित्य—n a critic of literature, a literary critic साहित्यसाहित्य—n literary criticism साहित्यकार करा—v to pursue or compose or study or cultivate literature devotedly साहित्यकार—(1) a devoted to literature, devotedly pursuing or composing or studying or cultivating literature (2) n a devotee of literature, a litterateur, a writer, an author साहित्यकार—same as साहित्यकार साहित्यचर्चा—n, one profoundly versed in literature, a connoisseur or a great teacher of literature, a great author or litterateur साहित्यतृतीय—same as साहित्यचर्चा साहित्यलोचन—n literary discussion साहित्यलोचन करा—v to discuss literature साहित्यिक—(1) a literary (साहित्यिक बैठक), pursuing literature (साहित्यिक लेख) "(2) n a litterateur a man of letters a writer an author (fem an authoress) fem साहित्यिका

साहचर्य—variants of साहचर्य साहचर्य—n an appellation affixed to names of gentlemen (कप) Mr (बसु, मেशनी, सहेज), a proprietor or master or chief or boss (अश्विनिक बाबू साहेज) an Englishman or a European, one pretending to be an Englishman or European, a sham Englishman or European काला साहचर्य—(सर्कस) a dark-complexioned man adopting or assuming the dress and the style of living of an Englishman or European, a sham Englishman or European, an Anglo-Indian. 

साहचर्य—Mr Datta साहचर्य साहचर्य—v to adopt or assume the English or European dress and style of living (as by a non-English or non-European person) साहचर्य—n an English or European quarter in a town or village साहचर्य—n an Englishman and an Englishwoman, a European man and a European woman an English or European couple साहचर्य, साहचर्य—(1) n the English or European dress or style of living as adopted by foreigners, Englishness or Europeanism (also साहेब) (2) a like the English or Europeans, (rare) English or European.

सिंह—n the lion, (astral) the Leo (in comp) the best or the most courageous specimen (पुरुष रक्षा) सिंहकबर—n, lion's mane सिंहहुला—a lionlike, leonine सिंहहुला—n a gate, esp a main gate, adorned with a figure of a lion, main gate सिंहचाल—n lion's roar, war-cry सिंहचाल करा—v to yell out a war-cry सिंहचाल—n a lion of a man, an exceptionally powerful and valiant man, a lionheart रक्षी—n a shoot like that of a lion, great prowess सिंहविवर्धन—n the den of a lion सिंहविवर्धन—n (astral) the Leo सिंहविवर्धन, सिंहविवर्धन—n a lion-cub, a lion's whelp, a lionet.
**সিঙ্গন—**n. sprinkling, spraying, watering
**সিঙ্গ—**v. to sprinkle, to spray; to water
**সিঙ্গন—**n. sprinkled, sprayed, soaked by sprinkling or spraying, watered fem.

**সিঙ্গন—**v. to turn up or contract in abhorrence, disgust, contempt etc (সিঙ্গন)

- **সিঙ্গন—**n. a white, bright, light, grey, shining; white sandal, Santalum album.
- **সিঙ্গন—**n. a bright fortnight সিঙ্গন—n. the moon সিঙ্গ—n. a white, blue, black or dark সিঙ্গন—n. a white-throated person or creature, Shiva (রিয়), the peacock, the gallinule

**সিঙ্গন—**alt. spell of সিঙ্গন

- **সিঙ্গন—**n. (1) a boiled, cooked by boiling, parboiled, boiled for sterilization or cleansing, (fg) profusely sweating and utterly fatigued (as in heat or sultriness), accomplished, performed, realized fulfilled, attained, successful, proficient, expert, skilled, having attained divine grace through austere religious practice, endowed with or possessing occult power, proved, substantiated, amenable to (রূপিয়) (2) n. one of a class of demi-gods, an omniscient saint or man, boiled estables সিঙ্গন—v. to boil, to cook by boiling, to parboil, to boil for sterilization or cleansing, (fg) to cause to sweat profusely and be utterly fatigued, to accomplish to perform, to fulfill, to gratify, to make one proficient or expert (in) আয়ত্তন, (coll) রাধিনাম—a half-boiled সিঙ্গ চাউন—parboiled rice

- **সিঙ্গন—**a one who has realized one's end, one whose desire has been fulfilled

- **সিঙ্গন—**p. a holy place where at least ten million immolations, one crore burnt-offerings and innumerable religious practices have taken place সিঙ্গন—n. a man who has attained divine grace through austere religious practice (sarcas) a hypocritical villain সিঙ্গন—n. a thoroughly proficient or expert or skilled

- **সিঙ্গন—**n. divine grace or occult power obtained through austere religious practice.

**সিঙ্গন—**n. decision; conclusion, deduc-
tion, resolution, a Hindu astronomical treasure domain—v to decide, to conclude, to deduce, to resolve. निशुल्क—v to come to a conclusion

निशुल्क—n parboiled rice, cooked rice.

निशुल्क—(1) a one who has realized one's end. (2) n the name of Gautama Buddha.

निश्चय—n, performance, accomplishment; realization, attainment, success, attainment of proficiency or skill or knowledge, attainment of divine grace, divine grace attainable through austere religious practice, spiritual salvation, leaves and shoots of hemp, bhang निश्चय—v to chew and swallow bhang, to drink a beverage of pulped bhang निश्चय—v to stir pulped bhang in milk, coconut-milk etc. in order to make a beverage निश्चय—a beverage made by mixing pulped bhang with milk, coconut-milk etc निश्चय—a one who grants success or gratifies another's desire निश्चय—(1) a same as निश्चय (2) n Lord Ganesha (गणेश) fem a निश्चय a निश्चयी निश्चया करा—v to succeed (in) to become successful to attain proficiency or skill or knowledge, to attain divine grace through austere religious practice निश्चयी—n fem Hindu goddess

निश्चय, (coll) निश्चय—(1) a straight not curved, lying continually onward निश्चय, (2) a shortest, not circuitous, direct (संतरी निश्चय राजा), easy, simple straight निश्चय करा—v to chastise or coerce निश्चय (3) adv. straight निश्चय (लगा), at once, directly, straightway (समयानि निश्चय होता)

निश्चय—n a gift of uncooked food arranged on a tray निश्चय—alt spell of निश्चय

निश्चय—correct form of निश्चय,

निश्चय—poet corrupt of राजा

निश्चयन—n cinema, motion picture, a film, a cinema, a cinema house, a picture house a picture palace निश्चयन—v to see a film, to go to pictures निश्चयन—n a film fan, निश्चयन—n a film artist, निश्चयन—n a film star

निश्चय—n a chest, a safe

निश्चय—n mercuric sulphide, vermilion निश्चय—n a red lead निश्चय—n vermilion निश्चय—v to go beyond, to go too far, to transgress निश्चय—n a terminal tax or cess निश्चय—n boundary, a border, a frontier, limit (सीढ़ी निश्चय), end, termination (सीढ़ी निश्चय), jurisdiction or holding (सीढ़ी निश्चय) निश्चय—n the title of the rulers of Gwalior, Scindia.
to mark off or determine bounds (of), to demarcate, to demark, to delimit नीमित —same as नीमित्त करा —

— bounding-line, a border, a frontier. नीमित्त-प्रदेश —a frontier province, frontiers नीमित्ता —the frontier trade नीमित्त परिवर्तन —end and measure नीमित्ताक —a confined within of restricted नीमित्त न —frontier guard नीमित्तकोर्ना —border security force नीमित्ता —the meeting-point of two boundary-lines (cp a corner-stone) नीमित्तक —a boundary-post, a boundary-pillar नीमित्ता —a limitless unlimited, boundless, endless, infinite

— limited संघ —(com) a limited company नीस —a plough नीसा —malt नीसा —a malted नीसा —the seal नीसा —a seal नीसा —ν to set a seal (to), to seal नीसा —a sealed नीसा —a seal containing a name or any other sign नीस —a lead, a stick of blacklead within a pencil नीसा, नीस, (coll) नीस —a lead नीसा —n an auspicious or beautiful or good person or thing नीसा —pfs denoting auspicious or beautiful sweet good very, easy etc नीसा —a needle, an awl नीसा —a well-shaped नीसा —rej spell of नीसा नीसा —rej spell of नीसा नीसा —corrup of नीसा नीसा —the water-lily, the lotus नीसा —a very difficult or hard or stiff or tough नीसा —a sweet-voiced, having a melodious voice fem नीसा —alt spell of नीसा नीसा —a capable of being done or contrived easily easy simple नीसा —an Oriental steersman or quartermaster of a steamer, a seacunny नीसा —n wide or very valuable fame or renown नीसा —a very soft or tender, very young, very beautiful or graceful fem नीसा —tender or fine attribute, fine sensibility, artistic bent of mind नीसा —a having a simple mind, innocent as a child, of a simple turn of mind, pure in heart नीसा —n fine arts नीसा —an artist, an artiste, a litterateur नीसा —(1) a well-performed, well-done, well-built virtuous pious, doing good deeds (2) n same as नीसा नीसा —a good act or deed, virtue, piety, religious practices, good, weal, welfare, fortune, good luck नीसा —same as नीसा नीसा —an observant of religious rules and prescriptions, virtuous, pious, fortunate नीसा —a having beautiful and luxuriant hair fem नीसा, नीसा, (loos) नीसा

— a very tricky or strategic or ingenuous or skilful or artistic नीसा —adv by means of a nice trick or stratagem, by means of a fine artifice or device, very ingeniously or artistically, tactfully नीसा, (coll) नीस, (dial) नीसा —a dish of bitter vegetables नीसा —n ease comfort, contentment happiness, joy bliss नीसा —κατά क्रοχέ —क्रοχέ —(fig) the folly of leaving a comfortable and peaceful situation for a troubled one, act of inviting unnecessary troubles नीसα —(fig) a person of happy-go-lucky, temperament, a fair-weather friend नीसा, नीसा, नीसा, नीसा —a easyful, comfortable giving contentment or pleasure or happiness or joy, happy joyful delightful, pleasant blissful fem नीसा, नीसा, नीसा, नीसा —n weal and woe, joy and sorrow, happiness and misery नीसा —ν to provide for ease and comfort or for happiness नीसा —same as नीसा नीसा —a partaking of or sharing another's joy or happiness fem नीसा, नीसा, नीसा, नीसा —n to enjoy ease and comfort to enjoy happiness or joy, to enjoy bliss नीसा, नीसा, नीसा, नीसा —a enjoying ease and comfort, enjoying happiness or joy, enjoying bliss and comfort, full of happiness or joy, happy, joyful pleasant, blissful नीसा, नीसा, नीसा, नीसा —a full of ease नीसा, नीसा, नीसा, नीसा —n joy or happiness identified with the sun the sun of joy or happiness नीसा —n a trace or jot or bit of ease or comfort or happiness or joy नीसा, नीसा, नीसा, नीसा —a comfortable bed (cp) a bed of down or of roses, a bed of pleasure नीसा, नीसा, नीसा, नीसा —n happiness and peace नीसा —a pleasant to hear, melodious and sweet or agreeable or pleas-
any substance made or used for the sake of its smell, a perfume; spinel
(2) a same as श्रुति—n
good, profound
श्रुति—a easy to go over or traverse, easily accessible (श्रुति पत्र), easily obtainable, easy to learn or understand (श्रुति संस्कृत)
श्रुति—n a bearing a name the very utterance of which adds to one's piety
श्रुति—n perfectly round beautifully round or round plump
श्रुति—n sensitiveness
श्रुति—n sensitive (श्रुति कायदा)
श्रुति—n a needle an awl
श्रुति—a very cunning or sly, very clever or dextrous (श्रुति)
श्रुति—n good character, (2) a good-charactered (श्रुति)
श्रुति—n to you or him of good-character (a form of polite address in a letter) (श्रुति)
श्रुति—n very beautiful, very neat श्रुति—adv. beautifully, nicely, perfectly
श्रुति—n very smooth and glossy
श्रुति—n well-painted, well-decorated, well-described, nicely delineated
श्रुति—n a good or pious or high thought pious or high thinking
श्रुति—n carefully or judiciously considered well-thought-out, well-planned, well devised
श्रुति—n a well-thought-out plan
श्रुति—n a very or too long, lasting for a long time (श्रुति बिल) (2) n a very long time
श्रुति—n of a cheerful temperament, merry happy and contented, careful, cautious
श्रुति—n well-shaped artistically shaped, having an artistic style
श्रुति—n a good or honest or pious man, a good soul
श्रुति—n error, spell of श्रुति
श्रुति—a full of profuse or delicious water, well-inundated by rivers full of profuse or delicious water
श्रुति—n well-born, nobly born, legitimately born (श्रुति)
श्रुति—n a coarse flour of wheat, (cp) farina
श्रुति—n a nonsensical correl of श्रुति
श्रुति—n a suit (एक श्रुति पोशाक बागतमा), a suit of European clothes. श्रुति—n to
put on European dress — a suit-case — a clothed in European dress

— a. well-shaped, shapely, having a well-shaped body, having an artistic pose or style, beautiful

— n. variants of

— n. denoting a tickling or titillating sensation. — v. to tickle.

— n. a tickle; titillation. — v. to tickle, to titillate

— a. well-shaped, shapely

— n. dial corrup of (son)

— n. a son

—(1) a graceful, handsome, beautiful, well-shaped (2) n. well-shaped or beautiful body

— n. fem a woman possessing a beautifully slim body

— n. an ascetic — a very hot or warm

— com & adv consequently, therefore, so hence, (or) necessarily perform

— n. a very thin thread or string fibre of yarn, a wrapper of thin (cotton) thread.

— (astrol) a conjunction of stars and planets considered very auspicious for marriage

— n. fem a daughter

— n. thread, yarn, cotton-thread, a measure of length (— inch)

—(1) a. having a delicious taste (2) n. a delicious taste

— a. made of cotton thread or yarn

— same as

— a. very sharp or keen.

— corrup of

— coll. corrup of

— n. interest on loan, use, usury — v. to accrue interest — v. to find out or calculate interest — v. to lay out or invest on interest.

— to lend on interest.

— compound interest.

—(1) a. living on usury, usurious (2) n. a usurer (fem a usuress)

— a. very skilful or dexterous or proficient.

—(1) a. good-looking, handsome, pleasing to the eye, lovely (2) n. (myth) the discus or quoit of Vishnu (कृष) or Krishna (कृष), used to be hurled at enemies (also श्रेयस्याक्ष) fem. a.

— n. a good or favourable day; a time of prosperity, good times; (astral) an auspicious day or time.

— a. relating to usury, usurious.

— a. very long, very long-continuing, very lengthy

— a very difficult to cross over

— a far-off, very far or remote.

— very great distance, a far cry

— a hardly possible, likely once in a blue moon, foredoomed to failure.

— a very firm or strong, very steady, absolutely unavering.

— a. pleasing to the eye, lovely, beautiful

— adv & prep together with, including (लिखत), even (रेखा तारा बांधिए लिखत

— (1) a proficient in archery (2) n. a great archer

— n. nectar, ambrosia, moonlight lime — v. to pour nectar, (fig) to sweeten, to please, to soften, to console

— n. the moon

— a white as moonlight

— a treated with a lime-wash, whitewashed

— n. a container or receptacle of nectar, a cup or goblet for drinking nectar, an ambrosial cup

— v. to shower or rain or sprinkle nectar, (of the moon) to scatter moonlight, (fig) to please, to soften, to console — a showering nectar, (fig) pleasing or flattering or consoling.

— same as (a)

— a full of nectar, ambrosial, nectared, (fig) very sweet or pleasing or flattering or consoling, (fig) of a person very well-behaved and charming fem.

— alt spellings of श्रवान and बृहस्पति respectively

—(1) n. a learned or erudite man, a wise man, (2) a. wise or judicious, learned, erudite

— a. calm and composed, calm and collected, unperturbed, firm.

— error. spell of श्री.


bhadra—n. good reputation, renown, fame, (comm.) goodwill

bhumja—n. good or sound or peaceful sleep.

bhupi—a. very skilful or adroit, highly efficient or competent.

bhuvni—a. well-controlled, well-governed, well-managed, well-regulated or well-restrained.

bhuvaha—n. a good rule or law or principle, good management.

bhuvah—adv. clearly or categorically or nicely defined or fixed

bhuvah—a. perfectly pure, immaculate, perfectly clear, pellucid, perfectly fresh (बुद्धिता)।

bhuvah, bhuvah—a (1) a thoroughly certain or positive or sure or convincing, thoroughly assured or convinced (2) adv. certainly, positively, surely, convincingly, assuredly

bhuvaha—n. a good or excellent principle, good morals.

bhuvaha—a. deep or dark blue, perfectly or flawlessly blue

bhuvaha—n pl. the two mythical demon brothers भुव-उभुधा गणपति—and (fig.) a relentless encounter, when Greek meets Greek

bhuvaha—a. beautiful, fine, nice, pretty, pleasant, lovely, good-looking, handsome, fair, graceful, elegant, sweet (बुधकर्म)।

bhuvaha—v. to beautify, to embellish, to improve (बुधाचन करा)।

bhuvaha—n. a kind of timber-tree grown in Sunderbans or its timber, Hettinrira, sundari, sundri.

bhuvaha—n. circumcision (बुधकर्म करा)।

bhuvaha—a. a Muslim community (famous for its orthodoxy), a member of this community, a Sunni, a Sonnat, a Sunnite.

bhuvaha—n. soup

bhuvaha—a. thoroughly boiled, fully ripe, (facet.) well-experienced, (sarcas.) ineptaneously habituated or addicted, (sarcas.) grossly precocious

bhuvaha—a. well-versed, profoundly learned or erudite, well-educated.

bhuvaha—a. a good road, an honest or virtuous or conducive course or path or way or means.

bhuvaha—n. good or wholesome or hygienic food or diet.

bhuvaha—n. easily digestible.

bhuvaha—n. a good or worthy or deserving or desirable person or claimant or bridegroom or match. fem. bhuvahini—a. good or worthy or deserving or desirable female claimant or bride, an excellent bride

bhuvahini, bhuvahina—n. areca-nut, betel-nut.

bhuvaha—n. the Areca tree, the Areca.

bhuvaha, (rej.) bhuvaha—n. recommendation (बुधाचन).—ν to recommend bhuvaha—n. a letter of recommendation, a recommendation bhuvaha, bhuvaha—a. recommending recommendation

bhuvaha—a. a good or excellent or worthy son. fem. bhuvaha—a. a good or excellent or worthy daughter

bhuvaha—coll. corruo of bhuvaha

bhuvaha—n. (1) a handsome or well-built man (2) a handsome or well-built

bhuvaha—a. sleeping, asleep, (fig.) dormant, (fig.) latent, fem. bhuvaha. a. dormant volcano bhuvaha—n. sleep, (fig.) dormancy, (fig.) latency, bhuvaha—a. a risen from sleep, awake, awakened

bhuvaha, bhuvaha—a. well-established, well-founded, firmly settled down, well-reputed, very famous, (mech.) stable fem. bhuvaha.

bhuvaha—a. a fine morning, an auspicious morning, (fig.) the dawn or dawning of fortune, (fig.) a fortunate man or woman (प्रीति स्वाथा रमण). (2) int. good morning

bhuvaha—a. well-applied, very appropriately used

bhuvaha—n. proper application, appropriate use, good or profitable utilization

bhuvaha—a. highly pleased or satisfied, extremely favourable or propitious, gracious or kind. (nē) bhuvaha—in good luck, stars in the ascendant

bhuvaha—n. safe or smooth delivery (of a baby)

bhuvaha—n. safe or smooth delivery (of a baby)

bhuvaha—a. celebrated renowned, illustrious.

bhuvaha—a. easily available

bhuvaha—a. yielding good result, producing good effect

bhuvaha—a. fem. yielding abundant fruits.
abundantly or richly fructiferous or fru-ferous, highly productive or fertile

बुध—n a Mohammedan community believing in pantheistic mysticism, a member of this community

बुधन—n satorial words or counsel, a good or wise saying a maxim an adage, sweet words, an epigram

बुधना—corrupt of बुधन

बुधन—a having a beautiful or pretty face, fair-faced fem बुधना, (loos) बुधन

बुधार—(Sans gr—of words) suffixed with or capable of being suffixed with case-endings बुधारकरण—n the chapter on case-endings declension

बुधाभाषा, (coll) बुधाभाषा—n good management or arrangement

बुधारण—(1) n gold, a gold coin (loos) a mahur (चाणक्य) (2) a golden-coloured, golden- बुधारणठित—a studded or set or inlaid with gold (loos) gold-centred (हर्षस्वरूप चक्र) बुधारणशी—see अप्रतिमनी बुधारण—n a gold-medal बुधारणस्थापना—चार्ज़—a gold-medallist बुधारणस्थापना—same as बुधारणस्थापना बुधारणस्थापना—n a Hindu community originally trading in gold and carrying on banking business a member of this community बुधारणस्थापना—n a golden opportunity

बुधा—easily or conveniently carried portable बुधारण—n portability

बुधा—n a province in Mogul India, a subah

बुधा—n relation, connection इसे बुधारण—thus related or connected in this connection

बुधारण—n the governor of a subah (सुबह) or an Indian army officer holding a rank equivalent to that of a captain, a subahdar a subadar बुधारण—n subahdar, subahship

बुधस—n a sweet smell or odour, fragrance, aroma, perfume बुधसित—a perfumed, scented, बुधसित करा—v. to perfume, to scent बुधसित वैद्य—scented or perfumed oil

बुधिक—n good or correct or impartial or wise judgment, justice, equity बुधिक—v. to judge rightly or impartially or wisely, to mete out justice (to) बुधिक—n a good or impartial or wise judge

बुधिक—a well-known, well-informed, au fait

बुधिक—n an excellent or favourable or advantageous means or circumstance, an advantage, an opportunity, convenience

बुधिक—n to avail oneself of an opportunity or advantage, to take advantage of बुधिक—a advantageous, opportune, convenient बुधिक—a placed in an advantageous position, put to an advantage; having got an opportunism, बुधिक—n opportunism बुधिक—(1) n an opportunist (2) n opportunist बुधिक—adv conveniently, at one's convenience बुधिक—n convenience and opportunity

बुधिक—n a good law or rule, तारा) a good remedy

बुधि—n the zenith

बुधि—a well-arranged, well-arrayed, orderly, nicely laid out or displayed

बुधि—n a wholly free from dirt or impurity pure or faultless, immaculate, very clear

बुधि—n a very big or large vast gigantic huge immense

बुधि—a well-spread, very extensive, vast, far-flung

बुधि—(1) n a guided by or having good thoughts or inclinations or sense or discretion, sensible conscientious, prudent, (loos) doctile (2) n good thoughts or inclination or sense or discretion, conscientiousness, prudence

बुधि—n good rain (that is neither excessive nor scanty rain)

बुधि—coll corrupt of बुधि

बुधि—n sensitive

बुधि—n a fine dress, neatness of dress or dressing (2) a well-dressed बुधि—n a same as बुधि (a)

बुधि—n easily understood, lucid, easily intelligible or comprehensible

बुधि—a clearly expressed, perfectly manifest

बुधि—n good arrangement or management, good settlement, good provision

बुधि—n a good to eat (of food) pleasing to the palate tasteful, fit to be considered as food

बुधि—(1) a quite nicely or intelligibly or lucidly spoken (2) n same as बुधि बुधि—n a full of plentiful food

बुधि—same as बुधि तीर्थं बुधि—may you come back to your senses, may good sense dawn on you

बुधि—n. a. very sweet or delicious, very melodious or dulcet, very pleasant
- a god, a deity the sun - a daughter of a god; a celestial female - Bhraspati (Sūrya) the preceptor of gods - the Ganges as flowing in heaven under the name of Śrīpādī Śrīpādī - same as Śrīpādī Śrīpādī, Śrīpādī, Śrīpādī the abode of gods Śrīpādī - same as Śrīpādī Śrīpādī - the enemy of gods, the demon Śrīpādī - same as Śrīpādī Śrīpādī - brick-dust - well-protected, well-guarded well-defended, well-preserved - a tunnel, a hole (as one made into a house by a burglar) - sexual intercourse, - Śrīpādī - Śrīpādī and Śrīpādī, - appearance, form, shape a means an expedient Śrīpādī - circumstance, condition, (law) a deposition, (pop) an on-the-spot investigation - a sweet or melodious noise or note or voice - an astringent herb - the name of the celestial wishing-cow - (1) a sweet smell fragrant an aroma, any substance made or used for the sake of its smell perfume (2) a sweet-smelling fragrant, aromatic, perfumed - - same as - Śrīpādī Śrīpādī, Śrīpādī - alt. spellings of Śrīpādī, and Śrīpādī - a very pleasant or beautiful or magnificent Śrīpādī - Śrīpādī - highly endowed with appreciative power, very witty, very humorous or jocose - wine, alcohol, spirits - a drinker, a wine-tippler, a wine-glass - Śrīpādī - to drink wine, to drunk to tipple, to boozé Śrīpādī - drinking-habit, Śrīpādī - a sot, besotted, drunk, drunken, boozy, (2) a drunkard, a bacc- hant, a tippler - Śrīpādī - a (of eyes) red-

For words in Śrī, not given separately see Śrī.
dened on account of drinking—n. alcohol. निवित्र शृंगार—absolute or pure alcohol विनित्र शृंगार—rectified spirit.

ात्र—n a heavenly courtezan.

पोलार—pl gods and demons

सुकृत—n solution (सुकृत), a good

सुबंध—pl good or adequate remedy (सुबंध),

सुता—n, an opportunity to solve, to

सुता—n to provide for, to devise

सुता—v to make good arrangement or

सुता—v to provide for, to devise a

सुता—v to search for a clue or for a

सुता—v to make a secret search about

सुता—v to play at lottery, to have a game of

सुता—n a preparation of powdered tobacco taken with betel-leaves

सुता—n sulphate of antimony used as collyrium, kohl

सुता—(1) a bearing good or auspicious

सुता—(2) a good or auspicious mark or sign

सुता—(a) वाचन—n a Muslim ruler, a sultan

सुता—n a sultanate

सुता—n easily obtainable or available, cheap सुता—adv cheaply.

सुता—a delicately soft or flexible, very pleasant or sweet or melodious or
dulcet or musical

सुता—a. well-written, pleasant to

सुता—pop. corrupt of शृंगार

सुता—n a light boat, a sloop, a sloop-of-war.

सुता—n a good writer or author, a

सुता—a writer remarkable for perspicuity fem.

सुता—न—n having beautiful or fine eyes

सुता—न—good or wise ruler.

सुता—न—good or wise government or

सुता—न—a well-governed, wisely govern-

सुता—न—good or wise government or

सुता—न—a very cool, very cold, very

सुता—a good-natured, well-behaved,

सुता—a very cool, very cold, very

सुता—a very cool, very cold, very

सुता—n arranged or managed or con-

सुता—n a well-educated, well-trained,

सुता—n a very beautifully decorated

सुता—n pleasing to the ear, sweet,

सुता—n sweet grace or beauty, any

सुता—v to spell. of भृत

सुतान—n an edible aquatic spinach.

सुतान—n well-proportioned, well-bal-

सुतान—n balanced, beautiful सुतान—balanced diet

सुतान—n fem sweet grace or beauty, any pleasing quality

सुतान—v to spell. of भृत.

सुतान—n sleeping soundly, fast asleep.

सुतान—n sound sleep.

सुतान—n (Hindu med.) the middle one

सुतान—n the spinal cord

सुतान—n very nice, immaculate; smooth

सुतान (रेड)
a. a good news.

b. a well-dressed, well-equipped, well-decorated, well-furnished.

c. n a worthy or good child.

d. a. adequately or greatly civilized or refined.

e. n favorable or prosperous times, good days, a favourable or suitable moment.

f. n a newness, (Christ's) Gospel, the Gospel of St. Matthew.

g. a well-performed, well-executed.

h. to perform or execute nicely or thoroughly.

i. a easy to bear or endure, tolerable.

c. a. easy to do or perform or execute or accomplish.

d. n abundance, plenty, sufficiency, financial ease, ease.

e. a sound of body, hale, healthy, free from disease, in normal state, unperturbed, untroubled, calm, peaceful.

f. to bring round, to cure, to bring to the normal state.

g. to come round, to recover, to get back to the normal state.

h. a sound of body, healthy, hale.

i. a. enjoying mental peace, possession mental equipoise.

j. n soundness of body, healthiness, freedom from disease.

k. a well-off, well-conditioned, well-placed or well-established.

l. (mech.) stable, enjoying mental equilibrium.

m. a perfectly calm or composed, perfectly brought round, fully soothed, very steady, firmly settled or fixed or ascertained.

n. a very clear, evident, explicit, thoroughly exposed or revealed, manifest, quite distinct.

o. adv very clearly, in unmistakable terms.

p. n a sweet sound or note or melody.

q. n a happy dream, a pleasant dream.

r. (1) a sweet-voice, (2) a. sweet-voiced, melodious.

s. a pleasant or delicious taste (of food), (2) a very tasty, delicious.

t. a. same as (a).

u. a. pleasantly or charmingly smiling.

v. n. a friend, an ally, a well-wisher.

w. n. an excellent friend or ally, a well-wisher.

x. n. any one of the complete Vedic incantations or verses or hymns or psalms, a wise or salutary saying, an apophthegm.

y. n. a wise or salutary saying, an apophthegm.

z. a. fine, thin, narrow, acute, low-pitched, low, sharp, keen, pointed, acuminate, minutely scrutinizing, minute, hair-splitting, quite right or appropriate, just, very sly, subtle, delicately sensitive or susceptible, delicate, impalpable by senses, astral.

aa. n (grom) an acute angle.

bb. a. acute-angled.

cc. a. delicately sensitive or susceptible, delicate.

dd. n (vatsidi) a. fineness, thinness, narrowness, lowness, sharpness, keenness, pointedness, acuminateness, minuteness of scrutiny, minuteness, perfect appropriateness of justice, great slyness, subtlety, delicate sensitiveness or susceptibility, delicateness, imperceptibility (by the senses), state of being astral.

ee. n keen-sightedness, insight, keen discernment, sagacity, minute and equitable judgment, scrutiny.

ff. n keen-sighted, endowed with insight or keen discernment, sagacious, judging minutely and with perfect equity, scrutinizing.

gg. n keen-sighted.

hh. n keen sight, insight, keen discernment, sagacity, minute and equitable judgment, scrutiny.

ii. n a body not perceptible by senses, an astral body, (loosly) a ghost.

jj. n having a body not perceptible by senses, having an astral body.

kk. n an infusoria.

ll. n an infusoria.

mm. n very cutting or sharp, flowing or falling in a very fine stream.

nn. n fine cloth.

oo. n superfine cloth.

pp. n minute and equitable judgment, hair-splitting scrutiny, fine discretion.
keenly intelligent, a close approximation, an astral body—a sharp-pointed, acuminate—a extremely fine or thin or keen or pointed or acuminate or scrutinizing or minute or subtle or delicate or impalpable, hairs-splitting, (bio) infusorial

**suc**: rej spell of **suk**

**sukha**—(1) a (chiefly used as sfx) introducing, commencing, indicating expression, presaging foreboding (2) an index (pl: indices) **sukha-sukha**—n index number **sukhsukha**—n (alg) an exponential theorem

**sukha**—n introduction an introduction a preface, a preamble, commencement, start, inception, indication, expression, presaging, a presage foreboding, to introduce to make an introduction, to preface, to commence, to start, to indicate to presage or forebode

**sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—n a needle, an awl, an indicator (as of a measuring instrument or clock), a list in an inventory a catalogue a table of contents **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—n needledwork, embroidery (rare) tailoring **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—n a tailor **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—n index register **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—n a table of contents an index **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—n a capable of being pierced or perforated only with a needle, very compact dense (সুক্তিকে অভ্যাস) **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—n having a point as thin and sharp as that of a needle pin pointed acuminate **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—n a medicine in Ayurvedic pharmacopoeia containing a minute quantity of snake-poison

**sukha**—(1) n the point of a needle (2) a not exceeding the point of a needle in thickness, magnitude, spaciousness etc, an iota of (হৃদে শীঘ্র) **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—n same as **sukha** (a)

**sukha**—n an ancient Vaishya (বৈষ্ণ) community, a member of this community an official singer of songs in praise of a prince, nobleman etc, the Hindu community of carpenters, a carpenter

**sukha**—rej spell of **sukha**

**sukha**—n a woman recently delivered of a child, puerperal diarrhea **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—n puerperal fever

**kur**—rej spell of **sukha**

**kur**—n thread, yarn, fibre, a string, connection, a link (বন্ধন), a tie, a bond (পরিবর্তন), a series, a chain (চিন্তা), a clue or trail (নিদান), a brief hint or point (সংক্ষেপ), an aphorism (প্রচয়), a rule a law (মন্ত্রিত), a summary introduction of a subject-matter an argument, (of dramas etc) a prologue, introduction, commencement, beginning, (alg) a formula (pl formula, formulas) **sukha**—n an apotropaic an aphorism **sukha**—n a thread-worm, (pl) **Oxyurides** (error) A scatulae **sukha**—n a carpenter a joiner **sukha**—n a carpenter, a joiner, (in dramas) the chief actor who recites the prologue, (error—*in a stage-play*) a prompter **sukha**—n commencement beginning, start inception **sukha**—n to commence, to begin **sukha**—n a hitform

**sukha**—n (use as a sfx) killing or slaying (সুহুল)

**sukha**—n curry, soup, a curry of pigeon-pea **sukha**—n a cook

**sukha**—n the sun the Sun-god, (cp) Sol **sukha**, **sukha**—n a poet a learned man a scholar a wise man

**sukha**—alt spell of **sukha**

**sukha**—n the sun the Sun-god (cp) Sol **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—n sunbeam, sunlight, sunshine **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—n a sunbeam sunbeam, sunshiny sunny **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—n stone, flat-glass burning-glass, cat's-eye, aventurine felspar, sunstone **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—n a heliocentric **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—n the solar ecli-ips **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—n a sundial, a solasium **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—n the heat of the sun **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—n a heliotrope, a sun-worshipper **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—n sun-worship, heliolatry **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—n an ancient dynasty descended from King Surya (সুর্যা) or from the Sun-god, the Surya dynasty **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—n a descendant of the Surya dynasty **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—n a of the Surya dynasty **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—n the sunflower **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—same as **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—n a Hindu treatise on astronomy **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—n a heliotropic **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—n heliotropism **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—n sunlight, sunshine **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—n sunset sundown **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—adv at sunset, at sundown **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—n sunrise **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—adv at sunrise **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—same as **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—same as **sukha**, **sukha**, **sukha**—n the margin of lips, the corner of the mouth or of lips

**sukha**—n creation, production, forma-
tion designing, institution  

Suddha—poet form of Suddha  

Suddha—n creator, maker, God Suddhikara  

Suddhikara—n the work of creation creation, the creation of the universe Suddhikara, Suddhikara—n the art or the wonderful art of creation the manner or method of creation Suddhikala—n the creative power or faculty Suddhikala—not available anywhere in God's creation, unusual, bizarre odd outlandish, grotesque eccentric, vagarish Suddhikala—n cosmogony cosmology Suddhakara—v to destroy or dissolve the universe (idio) to undo everything Suddhakara—n (rare) causing universal dissolution (pop) undoing everything Suddhakara—n skill or deftness in creation or making Suddhikara—n the doctrine of creation, cosmogony Suddhikara—n (wonderful) diversity of the creation Suddhikara—n to protect or preserve (and maintain) the world created by God Suddhikara—n same as Suddhikala  

Suddha—v to warm slowly in heat আঙ্গনে হাত (সুপারী), to bake (ফট সুপারী) (2) a baked  

Suddhikara—n ancient times, the days of yore, past or bygone days the past Suddhikara and Suddhikara—the past and the present  

Suddhikara—v (1) n a second (= 1 minute) (2) a second Suddhikara—v to stand second এক Suddhikara—in a second in a trice  

Suddhikara, Suddhikara—n Alexander the Conqueror  

Suddhikara, Suddhikara, Suddhikara, Suddhikara—a of King Secunder Sha Suddhikara—n a linear measure in which 1 yard is equal to 38 inches  

Suddhikara—n of ancient times, of the past ancient old, antiquated, old-fashioned, out-of-date, bak-dated Suddhikara—n a back-number  

Suddhikara—n error spell of Suddhikara  

Suddhikara—n that place Suddhikara—from that place from there Suddhikara—a of that place Suddhikara—n that place Suddhikara—adv at or in or to that place, there  

Suddhikara—n the teak, teak-wood  

Suddhikara, Suddhikara—n corruptions of Suddhikara  

Suddhikara—n spraying or sprinkling or watering or bailing, irrigation Suddhikara—v same as Suddhikara, Suddhikara—n irrigation tax or cess Suddhikara—n the Irrigation Service Suddhikara—n a sprinkling apparatus, a spray Suddhikara—a spray a sprinkling apparatus a watering can, a bailing bucket or vessel, a bail a bail Suddhikara—n the Irrigation Department Suddhikara—n the Ministry of Irrigation Suddhikara—n the Minister of Irrigation  

Suddhikara—v to spray or sprinkle, to water, to bail or bale out, to bail out water (partly or completely), to lift a small-quantity from the bottom (সুদহারা ডোল), to dredge.
বৈঠক—n a bed
বৈঠক—n a third in order of birth, third-born (সপ্তম) third in order of seniority (সেনামার্গে, সেনাকর্মী)
বৈষম্য, (বৈষম্য) সেনামার্গ—n that person, the Supreme Being God
বিনাশ, বিনোদন, সেনা, সেনাবাহিনী—corruptions of পশুনাশন, পশুনাশন, পশু ও পশুনাশন
বিনাশক—n a set (এক সেট বাণী), a suit (এক সেট লোকাল বাণী)
বিনাশক—n a fixed in position or in required condition set সেট করা—v to set (বিনাশ করা), to put something into proper position (হাত সেট করা)
বিনাশকীয়—dial corrupt of সিটকাট
do not waste, সেনামার্গn a latrine, a lavatory
do not waste, সেনামার্গ—n a three-stringed (sometimes five-stringed with three additional strings in larger instruments) musical instrument
সেনাবাহিনী, সেনারী—n one who plays the aforesaid musical instrument
সেনাবাহী—n a bridge, a culvert, a causeway, a dam সেনাবাহী—n to build a bridge (over), to bridge, to span সেনাবাহী—n a ridge of rocks extending from the southern extremity of India towards Ceylon, Adam's Bridge
do not waste, সেনামার্গ—n a bridge

do not waste, সেনামার্গ, সেনামার্গ—n a traveller's professional companion and guide সেনামার্গী—n act of accompanying or guiding a traveller professionally
সেনানিবাস—n comp (used as a sfx) commanding an army (হাজীতে)
সেনানিবাস—n an army, armed forces, a troop of soldiers, a soldier সেনানিবাস—n the rear party of an army, the second echelon
do not waste, সেনানিবাস—n the advance party of an army, theanguard, the advance guard
do not waste, সেনানিবাস—n an army officer, a military officer সেনানিবাস, সেনানিবাস—n an army commander a general, the commander of a troop
do not waste, সেনানিবাস—n army quarters ‘barracks, a cantonment, (loos) a garrison সেনানিবাস—n to array or station soldiers esp for a battle সেনানিবাস—n same as সেনামার্গ
do not waste, সেনাকর্মী—n the commander-in-chief an army commander, a general, the commander of a troop সেনাকর্মী—n the commander-in-chief সেনাপতি—n office of the commander-in-chief
do not waste, সেনাপতি—n under one's command. সেনাবাহি—n same as
feigning, of age, adult (দেয়া (দেয়া হয়েছে)
সেবান পাড়া—one feigning madness, one who has a method in one's madness সেনামে কলামুল—(fib) diamond cuts diamond
সেন্ন—n an Indian measure of weight (২৫ ঘাড়া), a seer সেন্নিকিত্তা—n the table of counting by seers সেন্নকে—adv in each seer, for each seer
সেন্নীন—a obstinate, refractory
সেন্নিকিত্তা, সেন্নকে—see সেন
সেন্ন—a best, excellent
সেন্না, সেন্নী—a (used as suffixes weighing and holding or consuming a specific number of seers (গুণ)
সেন্ন এর—a of that form or kind সেন্নকে—adv in that manner or way
সেন্নকে—a of adv only, alone more or merely
সেন্নকাঁ—n, an office, a record-office সেন্নকাঁতার—n an office superintendent, a head clerk, a chief clerk, a record-keeper
সেন্নাই—n sewing, seaming, a stitch or seam সেন্নাই কর—v to sew, to seam, to stitch সেন্নাই দেহল—v to unsew, to unstitch, to get unsewn সেন্নাইর কোষ্ঠ—a stitch
সেন্নাইন্তন—n an armoury an arsenal
সেন্নাই—n (Mus) salutation obeisance, a salute সেন্নাই কর—v to salute to make an obeisance, (iron) to snub by showing feigned reverential awe সেন্নাই আলায়ক—int (Mus) I salute you সেন্নাই, (reg) সেন্নাই—n an irregular fee or present given to an owner, landlord, employer, boss etc as a mark of obeisance (সোভিজের সেন্নাই), an illegal extra-payment made to obtain something (হাড়িড়ের সেন্নাই)
সেন্নাইনা, সেন্নাইন্তন—variants of সেন্নাইনানা and সেন্নাইন্তন respectively
সেন্নন—n a session (গেজের (গেজে)), (in law) sessions সেন্ননে পাঠাই—v to commit to or send up to the sessions সেন্ননে সমুদ্র—n a sessions-judge
সেন্নন—n entry showing payment of rent in a landlord's book সেন্নন কর—v to enter or record rent-receipt
সেন্ননকোষ্ঠ—consp for that reason, that is why, because of that
সেন্ননকোষ্ঠ—alt spell of সেন্নন
সেন্নন কোষ্ঠ—n, the sandy beach of a sea, gulf, river etc; sea-shore or beach
সেন্ননপূর্ণ—n, generalship, commandship, command (উই সেন্ননপূর্ণ)}
equivocally, plainly, categorically, outspokenly.

সোজা—n soda, sodium carbonate, sodium bicarbonate, washing soda সোডাটাইলির—n soda-water, mineral water সোডাটাইলিরের লোকান—n a soda-fountain, a spa

সোলনী—erron spell of সোনা
সোলক্র—v arms of শীত
সোলংক্ষী—a anxious, eager
সোলংক্ষীন—a zealous, ardent enthusiastic
সোলংক্ষীনে—adv zealously, ardently with enthusiasm

সোলহীর—corrupt of সোলহীর
সোলন—(1) n gold a gold ornament (in endearment) a precious treasure (চেলো সোলন) (2) a gold-coloured, golden yellow, sweet, gentle-natured brilliant (সোলনচেল) কী সোলন, পাকা সোলন—unalloyed or pure gold বেলে সোলন—(in endearment) a dark-complexioned son, Krishna (কৃষ্ণ) সোলনের সোহাগ—(fig) a happy match, a most desirable union, (sarcas) alliance of two vile persons (সোনার কাছে রাপ্তান কাঁটা) (tolk-tales) means of keeping alive or killing, means of living or dying, life and death সোলনের বড়ো—a goldmine সোনার বড়ো—gold ink, gold paint সোলনের পাখা—a gold-leaf সোনার পাখা বাটিক—(fig) an absurdity a mare's nest সোনার বাটিক—gold bar সোনার বেলে—same as সোনার বাটি সোনার সোনার—a happy and prosperous family সোনারো-সোনার—n a species of yellow frog, the golden frog সোনারুম্বু—(1) n a fair and bright face, a happy face (2) a having a fair and bright face সোনারুম্বু করে—with an expression of delight or happiness 

সোনারুম্বু—(1) a fem of সোনারুম্বু (2) n senna, senna pod সোনারুম্বু—n a variety of yellow pigeon pea সোনালী—a gold-coloured red, gilded, gold-gilt, (fig) very bright or happy (সোনালী হরি, সোনালী লাল) সোনালী কাঁটা—gold ink সোনালী চুল—gold hair সোনালী চুলওলালী—golden-haird সোনালী চুলওলালী লোক—a goldlocks সোনালী পরি—gold-thread সোনালী মাষ—a goldfish

সোনালো, সোলুতেক—n gold, goldsmith, goldsmiths, goldsmith, goldsmiths—see সোলান

gālah, gālahi, gālahi, gālah, gālah—corruptions of গীৎ, গীত, গীতায়, and গীতায়ার respectively

gālāt—n (vul) peace ease freedom from anxiety or concern comfort allay

gোলের, চোশলের—rej spellings of সোলের and চোশলের respectively

gোলাই—n a pitcher with a long and narrow neck a flagon

gোলাল—n spongewood hat-plant, sola গোলালী হরি—a sola hat

gলেল—n (chiefly in law) compromise গলেল করা—to compromise গলেলাম—n a deed of compromise
gলেল্য—a (obs) equal like, equal in power or strength

gহোমী, (pop) গহোমী, (pop) গহোমী—ph

I am H. গহোমী—n the philosophical doctrine that identifies God with the individual soul

সোহাগ—rej spell of সোহাগ

gহাগ—n affection, love, caress fondling, amorous care. সোহাগ করান—n to treat with affection, to love, to caress, to fondle, to caress amorously সোহাগী, সোহাগীনী—a fem enjoying love of, beloved

সোহাগা—n borax

gোহালি—alt spell of গোহালি
gোহার—n easiness or facility in doing or performing

সোহার—n great softness or tenderness, attractive youth or youngness; great beauty or grace

gোহাচ, গোহাচ—rej spellings of গোহাচ
gোহাচ—n a sweet smell, fragrance, aroma perfume গোহাচী—n a maker or seller of perfumes, a perfumer.
সৌন্দর্য্য—n  courtesy, civility good manners, (loos) cordiality
লৌকিকী—n  a large building an edifice, a mansion লৌকিকীভূত—a  fem adorned with numerous large buildings
লৌকিকী—n  beauty, loveliness, handsomeness, grace, elegance, লৌকিকীভূত—n  pride of beauty লৌকিকীভূত—a  caused by beauty, a enhancing or augmenting beauty, adding to charm or grace লৌকিকীভূত—a  covered with beauty highly beautiful লৌকিকীভূত—a  a beautiful handsome graceful fem লৌকিকীভূত—a  a beautiful handsome graceful fem
লৌকিকী—n  a night-attack
লৌকীর—n  an ancient state on the bank of the Indus
লৌকিকী—n  good luck, good fortune, prosperity, লৌকিকীভূত—adv  by good luck fortunately luckily লৌকিকীভূত—n  fortunate, lucky prosperous fem লৌকিকীভূত—n  the presiding female deity of good fortune, good fortune personified লৌকিকীভূত—pop  same as লৌকিকীভূত—adv  same as লৌকিকীভূত—n  a conjurer, a wizard, an enchanter, a magician
লৌকী—n  good terms amongst brothers, brotherly love, fraternity
লৌকিকীর—n  a son of Sumitra
লৌকিকী—a  mentally calm or placid or balanced, beautiful, majestic dignified, unrefined লৌকিকীভূত—a  having a calm or placid appearance, good-looking handsome, dignified, majestic unrefined লৌকিকীভূত—n  mental calm or equilibrium placidity লৌকিকীভূত—(1) a same as লৌকিকীভূত—(2) n  a calm or placid or unrefined appearance, a handsome figure
লৌকিকী—n  a solar, heliotropic লৌকিকী—n  a sunray, sunlight, sunshine লৌকিকীভূত—n  a sunspot, solarspot, sunspot time লৌকিকীভূত—n  a the solar region, the solar sphere, the solar system, লৌকিকীভূত—n  a solar day, লৌকিকীভূত—n  an astronomical or equinoctial or natural year, a solar year লৌকিকীভূত—n  a solar spectrum, লৌকিকীভূত—n  a solar month
লৌকিকীভূত—a  a sweet smell or odour, fragrance, aroma
লৌকিকীভূত—n  beauty decorum, grace decoration, excellence, smoothness, লৌকিকীভূত—n  beautiful symmetry or shapeliness লৌকিকীভূত—n  nice or immaculate or close resemblance or similarity
লৌকিকীভূত—n  friendship, amity, fellow feeling, cordiality লৌকিকীভূত—n  tie or bond of friendship
লৌকিকীর—n  Kartikeya (কার্তিকের)
লৌকিকী—n  the shoulder, (ot a beast) neck the trunk of the human body, a tree-trunk, a trunk, a section of a book, a chapter, a canton an installment, a part or division of an army, to take upon one's shoulders to carry upon one's shoulders, to shoulder লৌকিকীভূত—n  the region of the shoulder or (in case of a beast) the neck, shoulders
লৌকিকীভূত—n  a school, to mooch লৌকিকীভূত—n  in case of a student to go to school, to mooch, a school holiday, a school education, the sum of school hours
লৌকিকীভূত—n  a screw, to screw, to screw up, to unscrew লৌকিকীভূত—n  cotton, having some mental defect or a screw loose
লৌকিকীভূত—n  falling, a fall, shedding, act of coming off or getting detached, detachment, loosening, act of slipping off, act of losing one's footing, slipping, stumbling, a lapse, a mistake, an error, act of going astray, aberration, stuttering or mumbling, unguarded utterance of undesirable things, a slip of the tongue
লৌকিকীভূত—a  fallen, shed, detached, come off, loosened, slipped off, slipping, stumbled, guilty of a lapse, mistaken, erred, erring, gone astray, aberrated, stuttering or mumbling, uttered unguardedly and unintentionally লৌকিকীভূত—n  to fall, to be shed, to come off, to get detached to get loose, to loosen, to slip off, to lose one's footing, to slip, to stumble, to go astray, to aberrate, to be uttered unguardedly and unintentionally, to slip from one's mouth লৌকিকীভূত—a  a stuttering or mumbling লৌকিকীভূত—a  a stumbled, stubbl-
ing বিত্তায়—(1) a fem of ৰিত্তা (2) n a fallen woman.

মালায়—n felling or shedding or detachment or loosening, removal or absolution (সেট্রনান্ত) মালায় করা—v to fall, to shed, to detach, to loosen, to remove or absolve.

মালাপক্ষিত—n a stern balance

মালী—n a steam; অট্টালিত—n a heated steam; শোকীয়—n a steam; মাল্লার-ধার—n a steam-steam, a wharf, a pier

মালায়—n a stamp; মালিপ-পারিষদ—n a stamp reporter; মালিড-কিটে—n a stamp vendor.

মালক—n either of the mammary glands in women, a woman's breast the mamma (pl mammas).

মালমুক্ত—n breast-milk

মালন—n a sound a noise a cry of affection, moaning, roaring, the rumbling of the cloud.

মালার—n a unweaned, suckling, infant

fem মালদার

মালদার—n a nipple, a teat

মালদার—n the load of one's mammæ; the burden of the breasts, fully developed breast.

মালার—n a nipple, a teat, a pap

মালিত—(1) a resounded, resounding, reverberated filled with noise, sounded, ringing (2) n the rumbling of the cloud.

সম্প্রদায়—n a resounding with the roar of the sea (সম্প্রদায় পুষ্প) (2) n the roaring of the waves.

মাল্লাম—n breast-milk, mother's milk মাল্লাদার—n a same as মাল্লাদার—(1) a suckling (2) n a mother, a wet-nurse

মাল্লাদার—n to suckle; মাল্লাদার—v to suck; মাল্লাদার—n a suckling mammal.

মাল্লাদার পাশাপাশি—n a mammal; মাল্লাদা প্রাদুর্ভাব—n the Mammalia. মাল্লাদা নিতা—n a suckling.

মালান—n singing in praise, hymnody, a song of praise, a hymn, glorification, eulogy, a eulogy মালান—v to sing in praise of, to hymn, to glorify, to eulogize.

মালান—n a bunch a cluster, a bouquet, a collection, a stanza, a chapter (of a book)

মালান—n a song of praise, a hymn

মালান—n, recital of a song of praise or of a hymn.

মালান—n repeated singing in praise of.

হ্যামনস collectively, hymnody, repeated glorification.

মালান, মালানীতাত্র—n a (rendered) motionless, stunned, stupified, dazed, fallen or lying in a stupor; stiffened, stopped, calmed, calm.

মালান—n a pillar, a post, a perpendicular section of a page or of a table; a column, a column, stumpy, motionlessness, stiffness, stagnation, stagnation, stopping; n a cylinder; n stupification, act of causing to fall in a stupor, act of making motionless or stagnant, stiffening, stopping, act of making immobile or powerless by means of occult incantation etc.

মালানকার—n shaped like a pillar, columnal, cylindrical.

মালিক—n a stupified, astounded, stunned, rendered motionless, stopped, brought to a standstill, made stagnant.

fem মালিক—n a hool—v to be struck dumb with amazement.

মাল্লান—n a layer, a stratum (pl strata), a bed; a tier, a lamina (pl laminæ) মাল্লান—n layer; a layer by layer in layers, in tiers; a layer by layer by layer, stratified, tiered মাল্লান—n the dip of a strata মাল্লাবাসন—n stratification, stratification, stratification; n stratification, stratification, stratified; laminate(d)—n a laminated core; মালিপাত শিলা—n a stratified rock

মালানক—n one who hymns or sings in praise of, a panegyrist, a eulogizer, a (clinging) flatterer, an adulator.

হ্যামনস, a motionless, immobile, fixed, unmoving, wet, moist, damp, (pop) dry (নিতান্ত অলোক) তিনিঃনেত্র—n looking fixedly, gazingly.

মালান—n a praised in a song or a hymn, glorified, eulogized, flattered, propitiated.

n a song of praise, a hymn, singing in praise glorification, a eulogy, a eulogium, an encomium (pl encomia), eulogy, flattery, propitiation a propitiatory speech

মালান—v to sing in praise of, to hymn, to glorify, to eulogize, to flatter, to propitiate. মালানকার—n an encomiast মালানকার—n a fond, of praise or adulation মালানকার—n an encomium, a eulogium, a eulogy, a laudatory speech.

মালান—n a heap, a pile, a mound, a low hill (মালান, মালান—a dune), (in Buddhism) a stupa or tope.

মালান—n to
heap, to pile up (Joban) — a cumulus, cloud, heap, a collected in a heap, piled up

a little, a bit (Joban)

false or insincere consolation or assurance or promise (Joban) — words containing false consolation or assurance or promise

a verse of praise (esp of a deity), an encomium (pi encomia) (Joban) — a song of praise, a hymn

stupor, motionlessness (loos) false consolation or assurance or promise

(1) a wife, a married woman, a woman (2) a (used as a prefix) female, she-

traditional rites performed at a wedding by women whose husbands are alive (Joban) — sexual intercourse with one's wife or any other woman (Joban) — the nature and propensity of woinkind, woman's nature (Joban) — the vagina (Joban) — a birth as a woman (Joban) — womankind, the female sex (Joban) — a feminine, female, terminal (Joban) — function and duties, womanly marks on one's person (Joban) — womanhood, femininity (Joban) — to desert or divorce a wife (Joban)

(1) a misogynous, misogynistic (Joban) — a woman's personal property, a dowry, a portion, dot (Joban) — menstruation, menses (Joban) — duties (Joban) — to take a wife, to marry to wife (Joban) — a man and a woman, male and female, husband and wife, man and wife, a couple (Joban) — (gr) any inflection (used as a suffix) denoting feminine gender (Joban) — a uxoriolous, henpecked (Joban) — (usu unwise) counsel of a woman (Joban) — a female figure (Joban) — a jewel of a woman or wife (Joban) — a female disease (Joban) — any one of the characteristic signs of a female body (Joban) — the feminine gender (Joban) — a woman (Joban) — female education (Joban) — same as (Joban) — woman, feminine, womanly, effeminate (Joban) — womanly nature, effeminacy (Joban) — freedom of women, female emancipation, (cp) women's lib (Joban) — murder of a wife or any woman. (Joban) —

abduction of women esp for immoral purposes

uxorious, henpecked (Joban)

sfx denoting situated or located in, contained in deposed in arrived at tome of (Joban)

cessation, stopping postponement, suspension, adjournment, coming to a standstill (Joban)

ceased, stopped, discontinued, postponed, put off, suspended, adjourned, brought to a standstill (Joban)

an architect, a maso. (Joban) — an architecture, masonry (Joban)

(1) a decrepit deprived of the power of movement or action, infirm (Joban) — a Buddhist ascetic practising asceticism for more than ten years (Joban) — decrepitude, infirmity (Joban)

a place, a location scene venue, land, ground, condition, situation circumstances case (Joban) — stead, position, place (Joban) — a container, a repository (Joban) — a matter or object or point (Joban) — a land-lily (Joban) — lily of the valley (Joban) — a of or on the land, land, overland (Joban) — a living or moving on land, terrestrial (Joban) — a land-route (Joban) — by land, overland (Joban) — same as (Joban) — land-trade (Joban) — land-breeze (Joban) — adv in some cases, as the case may be, wherever appropriate (Joban) — a land-right (Joban) — an isthmus (Joban) — a placed in another's position or post, substituted, deputising (Joban) — same as (Joban) — a site (Joban) — a place, a bag a sac, a container, a repository (Joban) — of or on the land, land

(1) a peg, a pillar a post a stump (Joban) — a immobile, motionless, stock-still (Joban) — an immobile or motionless like a pillar

a place, a site, a region, a locality, a country location, scene, venue, shelter, a repository, a container, a receptacle (Joban) — situation, circumstances case (Joban) — position, post (Joban) — place (Joban) — a holy place (Joban) — an abode, a habitat, space, room, scope, (phil) space, (astro) a footing (Joban) — Here and there at places, sporadically (Joban) —
placed, dislocated, dislodged, removed.  
permanent, stability, (chet) any one of the permanent emotions that are expressed in poetry.  
adv abidingly, permanently, stably.  

lasting, durable, abiding, permanent, unalterable, everlasting, perpetual, immobile, firm, stable, fixed.  

a cooking pot or urn (esp. one made of clay), a plate or saucer (esp. one with a rim) a dish.  

located, remaining, staying, lying existent present.  

fixed static immobile standstill firm unwavering.  
a enjoying perpetual mental calm through philosophic contemplation and conviction.  

standstill, status quo.  

agreement.  

location, stay, position.  

existence, presence.  

fixity, stability.  

(book-keeping) a balance.  

duration.  

a balance sheet.  

statics.  

a lasting, durable abiding, permanent, fixed, static, firm, stable.  

elastic.  

clasticity.  

a statical.  

locus standi, recognized position.  

(1) motionless, stationary still.  

permanent perpetual everlasting, firm.  

resolute unperturbed.  

steady, calm tranquil, fixed settled ascertained.  

(2) adv for certain, surely.  

to fix to settle, to determine to ascertain, to make steady.  

even-minded.  

single-minded, resolute, unwavering.  

motionlessness, stationariness, permanence, firmness.  

steadiness, calmness tranquilility, fixity, certainty.  

astr. a fixed star.  

a fixed or steadfast look, a gaze.  

firmly resolved.  

convinced.  

firmly resolved, resolute, firm.  

resoluteness.  

even-minded, staid.  

fem perpetualy young, unaging.  

agæas.  

a firm resolve or decision.  

a conclusive finding or ascertainment.  

fixation, settling, decision, determination, ascertainment.  

fem.  

fat, corpulent, bulky; flat.
broad, snub, thick, coarse, dull, plain, not fine or subtle, naif, gross, approximate rough ordinary or banal or vulgar

রেহাই—the broad meaning, the substance, the long and the short (of it) রেহাই—heavy-bodied, hefty corpulent, bulky, fat

রেহাই—(geom) an obtuse angle রেহাই—obtuse-angled রেহাই—a thick-skinned insensitive, unfeeling

রেহাই—fatness corpulence bulkiness, flatness broadness, thickness coarseness dullness plainness, naivety grossness রেহাই—superficial observation, plain or superficial looks, plain eye

রেহাই—the material or gross body the mortal frame রেহাই—broadness, flatness রেহাই—a thick-skinned insensitive, unfeeling

রেহাই—a dull-headed thick-headed dull-witted রেহাই—a dullard রেহাই—a dullard

রেহাই—same as রেহাই—a dull or a very young object of affection or love রেহাই—a dull or a very young object of affection or love.

রেহাই—a affectionate, loving রেহাই—a affectionate, loving

রেহাই—a pot-bellied, abdominous

রেহাই—a potential (রেহাই শক্তি—potential energy)

রেহাই—firmness stolidness sangfroid steadiness calmness, tranquillity patience

রেহাই—same as রেহাই

রেহাই—a bathed রেহাই—a brahmin youth who has returned home from his guru's house after completion of his studies, a graduate রেহাই—a postgraduate

রেহাই—ablutions, bath রেহাই—to take a bath, to bathe রেহাই—to cause to take a bath to bathe রেহাই—sun-bath

রেহাই—a bath early in the morning রেহাই—a bathroom রেহাই—a piece of loin-cloth to be worn during bathing রেহাই—the ceremony of Juggernauts, রেহাই—sallying out in procession for a bath রেহাই—a bathroom

রেহাই—bathing and eating রেহাই—bathing and prescribed daily prayer to God রেহাই—(1) fit for ceremonial ablutions (2) n. articles required for ceremonial ablutions

রেহাই—a nervous, nervous debility, neurasthenia

রেহাই—a sinew, a nerve রেহাই—the nervous system রেহাই—a campaign to weaken an opponent by destroying his morale, the war of nerves, রেহাই—neuralgia, neuralgic pain
—v to emulate, to defy, to dare to undertake, to rant and bluster to vaunt, to dare, to challenge. 

—an angle of contact of the philosophic stone. 

—n touching, any one of the twenty-five consonants from ৰ to স of the Bengali alphabet, a top point of contact. 

—n the organ of touch. 

—n a clear, evident, manifest obvious, express explicit, positive categorical, plain, outspoken. 

—adv clearly manifestly obviously, expressly explicitly, positively, categorically plainly, outspokenly. 

—to clarify, to make clear or evident. 

—n a plain-spoken, frank in speech, outspoken. 

—n an outspoken man. 

—adv in broad daylight. 

—adv in distinctly legible letters of the alphabet, in plain words in clear terms, expressly categorically. 

—to clarify, to make clear, clarified, elucidated. 

—a tangible, touchable. 

—a desirable, covetable, likeable. 

—a desire, longing, liking, inclination. 

—a free from all desires or longings. 

—a spring-balance.
ing, exhilarating — a cheerful, merry, vivacious, sprightly — adv. cheerfully, merrily, vivaciously

κοτό — n. a boil, an abscess, a furuncle, a tumour, an acne, a pimple, a pustule

κοτό — n. act of causing to bloom, unfolding or revealing or expressing, splitting or cleaving or rending or boring or piercing — about to bloom — any tool for boring or piercing with a gimlet an auger, an awl, a needle

χ — (1) pro. one's own self (συντάσσει) (2) n. wealth possessions (συντάσσει) (3) a one's own (συντάσσει) — relating to each distributively, respectively (συντάσσει) — each independent and self-sufficient, each considering himself or herself most important and slightest others

χα — n. heaven (συντάσσει)

χαπόλοπ — a invented by one's own fancy

χάρμα, χάρι — n. one's own work or deed or duty or business

χαρί — n. narcissism

χαρι — a own, of one's own, personal original, intrinsic, intrinsic, personal assistant, personal assistant — origination

χατ — a done by oneself self-done — a one who has lowered one's family for the first time by entering into a prohibited matrimonial alliance

χατά — a dug by oneself — consequences of one's own action or deed

χόρτ — a (esp. in a drama) aside (to oneself) — soliloquy

χού — n. one's home or residence

χού — n. one's native village or own, village — co-villager

χάλα — adv. with one's own eyes

χαλ — a transparent, translucent, pellucid, crystal-clear, crystalline, lucid — tracing paper — transparent, clearness, lucidity, perspicuity — (1) n. clear sight or vision — (2) a clear-sighted

χάλ — (1) a. enjoying freedom of will or liberty of choice, free, independent, unrestrained, easy, at ease, comfortable, facile, spontaneous — (2) n. one's own will, free will.

χάλ — v. to feel at ease to feel comfortable.

χαλασμόι — (1) a. moving at ease, freely moving — (2) n. easy or natural or free or unrestrained movement — adv. with an easy heart, without demur undemurringly — free or unrestrained promenading or movement — rambling at pleasure — "χαλασμόι — a acting as one's heart dictates without considering outside influences (cp.) self-poised — adv. freely, as one pleases, at pleasure, at ease easily, facilely, undemurringly with self-possession.

χαλασμόι — a fem. containing clear or transparent water — masc. —

χάνει — n. one's own man. a kinsman (fem. a kinswoman) a relative a relation, a member of one's own family or party, a friend, kith and kin — fem. of χάνοι — in all senses, and — a confidante — in all senses, and — disownment or desertion of one's own people — of a one who has disowned or deserted one's own people

χάνοι — n. one's own race or nation or caste — a hostile to or rebellious against one's own race or nation or caste — a hostile to or rebellious against one's own race or nation or caste — fem. a malevolent, a natural to one's caste or race or nation

χάνοι — a belonging to one's own race or nation or caste or class

χάνοι, (pop.) χάνοι — adv. by or of or in oneself or itself (in comp. self-) of one's own accord — spontaneously — a actuated or acting by oneself self-acting voluntary — a self-evident, axiomatic — (1) a. self-evident, axiomatic — (2) n. a self-evident truth (chiefly in geom.) an axiom — a spontaneous

χάνοι — a dependent on nobody but oneself (cp.) self-guided independent free, separate, secluded aloof, different or another (χάνοι) (anat.) — a sympathetic, with reference to others — fem. of χάνω in all senses and — living apart from one's husband

χάνοι — n. ownership, proprietary right, right to possession, right title, lawful claim, claim — χάνοι — n. title, a title

χάνοι — n. relinquishment of right.

χάνοι — n. a deed of relinquishment.

χάνοι — n. assignment.

χάνοι — n. an assignee.

χάνοι — n. expropriation.

χάνοι — n.
title-deed, a title গ্রহণ—n. having a right or claim to, entitled বিশেষভাবে—n. a beneficiary বিশেষভাবে—n. a beneficiary of right, গ্রহণের মাধ্যমে—n. (Ind hist) the Doctrine of Lapse গ্রহণ—n. having no right or claim গ্রহণকার—n. establishment or determination of right or title গ্রহণকারের মাধ্যমে—n. a title-suit গ্রহণ-অভিনন্দন—n. right and ownership গ্রহণকারি—n. owner, proprietor right গ্রহণকারী—(1) a rightfully owning or possessing (2) n. a proprietor (fem. a proprietress) an owner গ্রহণকারী—(1) a rightfully owning or possessing (2) n. a proprietor (fem. a proprietress) an owner

বন—n. sound, noise বনন—n. a sonometer

বন্ধু—n. one's own party or team বন্ধু—n. one's own partner or team

বন্ধু—n. a dream (or) sleep, বন্ধু—n. a dream (or) sleep.

বন্ধু—n. a dreamlike, dreamy, visionary, illusory বন্ধু—n. interpretation of dreams, a full of dreams, dreamy, formed or made in dreams, বন্ধু—n. same as বন্ধু—n. same as বন্ধু—n. undreamt-of, quite unexpected

বন্ধু—n. a dreamlike, dreamy, visionary, illusory বন্ধু—n. interpretation of dreams, a full of dreams, dreamy, formed or made in dreams, বন্ধু—n. same as বন্ধু—n. same as বন্ধু—n. undreamt-of, quite unexpected
—a divinely commanded or inspired in a dream, যথার্থতা—n a divine command or inspiration received in a dream যথার্থতা—a obtained in a dream যথার্থতা—n the dreaming state, dreamwhile যথার্থতা—a obsessed in a dream or (fig) vision, under the spell of a dream deeply dreaming, dreamy যথার্থতা—n obsession caused by a dream or (fig) vision, dreaminess, the spell of a dream যথার্থতা—a awakened from a dream

যথার্থতা—a self-manifested self-revealed

যথার্থতা—n self-advertisement, self-propagation

যথার্থতা—a composed or compiled or written by oneself.

যথার্থতা—a self-controlled, independent, free

যথার্থতা—n nature, a characteristic (in- nate or acquired), a natural quality a property character instinct disposition, conduct, behavior, habit practice, the phenomenal world, nature original or normal or natural state যথার্থতা—a nature does not change even at one's death যথার্থতা—a poet by nature, a born poet a poet of nature a nature-poet যথার্থতা—n a member of a kulam (গৌরিভ) family whose familial characteristics have not been tarnished by undesirable matrimonial alliance or otherwise যথার্থতা—a miserly or niggardly by nature যথার্থতা—n as যথার্থতা—n যথার্থতা—n a natural or innate or habitual or characteristic or normal quality or function যথার্থতা—n innate and acquired nature, character and conduct or practice যথার্থতা—a originating from nature, natural, innate, instinctive, habitual, abiotic, spontaneous যথার্থতা—a, same as যথার্থতা—n (pop) যথার্থতা—a

যথার্থতা—d: naturally by nature যথার্থতা—n a habitual offender a born criminal যথার্থতা—a unnatural, abnormal contrary or opposed to one's nature যথার্থতা—n description of nature or phenomenal world যথার্থতা—n a beautiful show of nature natural beauty যথার্থতা—n যথার্থতা—a natural, habitual যথার্থতা—a beautiful, by nature যথার্থতা—n যথার্থতা—n (rheth) a detailed poetical description of an object of nature, faithful transcript of life and nature যথার্থতা—n one's own or free opinion

—(1) pro oneself, ownself, (in comp) self (2) adv personally, by oneself যথার্থতা—a automatic যথার্থতা—a automobile যথার্থতা—n an automobile যথার্থতা—n choosing of one's bridegroom oneself (esp from amongst a number of invited suitors) যথার্থতা—n fem one who chooses one's bridegroom oneself (esp from amongst a number of invited suitors) যথার্থতা—n self-recording, self-registering যথার্থতা—a self-sufficient (হরিজ ুম্বুল) self-contained (হরিজ ুম্বুল কৃষকী) যথার্থতা—a having realized one's end by one's own effort, self-proved, self-evident

যথার্থতা—inc spell of যথার্থতা—a self-fed, self-sustaining

যথার্থতা—a self-born, abiogenetic born upon the earth of one's own accord

যথার্থতা—n voice tone of voice, a musical note or pitch, tune, a vowel যথার্থতা—n (mus) a beat যথার্থতা—n modulation or tremor of voice যথার্থতা—n (mus) any recognized scale gamut যথার্থতা—n (mus) to run through a scale of notes যথার্থতা—n the vocal chord যথার্থতা—n a phonograph a gramophone যথার্থতা—n (mus) temperament, adjustment of tuning.

যথার্থতা—n (gr) a vowel য�থার্থতা—a having one's voice choked যথার্থতা—n phonology, phonetics যথার্থতা—n a phonologist a phonetician যথার্থতা—n (pros) a system of versification measured by the number of letters in each foot যথার্থতা—n (gr) vowel insertion যথার্থতা—n morbid hoarseness of voice, aphonia যথার্থতা—n modulation of voice, (mus) intonation যথার্থতা—n sweetness of voice যথার্থতা—n a sonometer যথার্থতা—n waves or ripples of musical notes, wavy strain of music যথার্থতা—n musical notation যথার্থতা—n (gr) vowel harmony or mutation যথার্থতা—n (gr) the union or joining of the last vowel of a word with the initial vowel of the next word

যথার্থতা—a composed or made or contrived or written by oneself

যথার্থতা—n self-government, home rule, independence
dwara

যথার্থতা—n one's own state a self-governed or free state যথার্থতা—n the Ministry of Home Affairs যথার্থতা—n the Home Member, or Minister

যথার্থতা—(1) n (mus.) a tone between the high and deep one and the low and grave
one, (cp) tenor (2) a voiced, uttered, sounded

রত্ন—(1) n nature, the natural or normal state or form, real or true nature or condition, similar or equal condition or form (2) a lake, similar 

রত্নপত্র—n determination of real character or nature, ascertainment of true form or state 

রত্নপত্র—n a characteristic 

রত্নপত্র—adv really, truly

রত্ন—n the abode of God and gods and the 

ধ্বনি, Swarga, Swarga, (fig) a place full of heavenly or supreme bliss (সমাধী) the abode of beatitude (ধ্বনি) the abode of 

ধ্বনি, to set up a pole with a light suspended from its top enkindled in reverence to one's deceased forefathers, (fig) to continue one's line of descent by procreation 

ধ্বনি, to attain happiness and riches of all description, (fig) to attain supreme happiness or joy 

ধ্বনি—v (fig) to extol in blatant advertisement, to puff up to defy or elate, to flatter with false praise 

ধ্বনি, v to go to heaven after death, to go or ascend to heaven (euphem) to die 

ধ্বনি, the Milky Way, the Celestial River 

ধ্বনি, a gone or ascended to heaven after death, (euphem) dead 

ধ্বনি, a heaven, a kind of indoor pavilion 

ধ্বনি, same as 

ধ্বনি, a residing in heaven 

ধ্বনি, enjoyment of heaven or beatitude (after death) 

ধ্বনি, to attain heaven after death, (euphem) to die 

ধ্বনি, Swarga, Swarga, Swarga, heavenly bliss (esp what is attainable after death), beatitude 

ধ্বনি, even as the lord of heaven 

ধ্বনি, a heavenly divine celestial 

ধ্বনি, one's late or deceased father, heavenly father.

ধ্বনি—n gold, aurum 

ধ্বনি, the Gold-coast 

ধ্বনি, a grain of gold 

ধ্বনি, the red lotus 

ধ্বনি, a goldsmith (by caste or trade) 

ধ্বনি, same as 

ধ্বনি, a goldmine, (fig) 

ধ্বনি, a highly rewarding or profitable enterprise 

ধ্বনি, the Indian goldfinch. 

ধ্বনি, the red lotus 

ধ্঵নি, a gold-leaf a gold-foil 

ধ্঵নি, a gold-leaf microscope, 

ধ্঵নি, a gold cage, a golden cage 

ধ্঵নি, a gold image, a golden image, (fig) a very beautiful (female) figure or person 

ধ্঵নি, exceptionally fertile 

ধ্঵নি, same as 

ধ্঵নি, a having the colour of gold, gold-coloured, gold- 

ধ্঵নি, an auriferous land, (fig) a richly fertile land or soil 

ধ্঵নি, a gilded, gilt, auerated, gold-plated 

ধ্঵নি, a made of or full of gold 

ধ্঵নি, iron pyrites same as 

ধ্঵নি, a minute particles or 

ধ্঵নি, dust of gold dust 

ধ্঵নি—n an Ayurvedic medicine containing mercury 

ধ্঵নি, gold-thread, gold-wire 

ধ্঵নি, a letter of gold 

ধ্঵নি, written in letters of gold 

ধ্঵নি, a finger-ring made of gold, a gold ring 

ধ্঵নি, a gold ornament 

ধ্঵নি, heaven, Swarga, Swarga 

ধ্বনি, a very little, very few, only a little, only a few, a bit 

ধ্঵নি, smallness scantiness 

ধ্঵নি, at a low or small expense or cost, cheaply 

ধ্঵নি, speaking very little, parsimonious in speaking, taciturn, reticent, reserved, curt, laconic 

ধ্঵নি, a having a brief span of life short-lived 

ধ্঵নি, a subsisting on meagre or scanty meal or fare, abstemious 

ধ্বনি, self-government autonomy, self-control, self-regarding, self-governed, self-governed, self-controlled 

ধ্঵নি—n a sister, a cousin sister.

ধ্বনি—(1) int be well, be in weal, (cp) vale (2) n a benedictory incantation, weal 

ধ্঵নি, good, contentment; (pop) freedom from worry or anxiety, peace, relief 

ধ্঵নি, a sigh of relief! 

ধ্঵নি—(fig), peaceful poverty is better than 

ধ্঵নি, a fylfot, a fil- 

ধ্঵নি, a swastika, a holy sign of fylfot painted 'with rice-paste etc, the Buddhist cross', a posture of sitting in yogic practice (usu 

ধ্঵নি, a mansion with a portico or balcony in the front, a place where two roads intersect, a cross road 

ধ্঵নি, the Security Council (of U N O) 

ধ্঵নি—n recital or utterance of
the benedictory incantation बलिःक्रम—n benedictory words or incantation बलिःक्रम—n a ceaseless restless, having no respite, without respite, unrelieved.

बलिः—n a religious service performed for fighting out evils, remission of sins, recovery from illness etc.

बलिः—n one's own place, a place fixed for a particular person, one's residence or home (बलिः त्रिवाल करा).

बलिः—n one's own hand बलिःक्रम—n one's handwriting.

बलिः—n a signature बलिः करा—v to sign बलिःक्रमकारी—n a signatory बलिःक्रमित—n signed.

बलिः—n auspicious coming or arrival welcome, well-being, well बलिः त्रिवाल—v to welcome बलिःक्रम—n act of receiving one cordially by inquiring after one's wellbeing.

बलिः—n freedom of will or liberty of choice, freeness freedom ease, comfort, factlessness, facility, spontaneity.

बलिःक्रमित—n relating to one's own countrymen or nation or race or caste, (loos) nationalist बलिःक्रमितका, बलिःक्रमा—n (loos) nationalism.

बलिः—n dependence on nobody but oneself, independence, freedom, separation, seclusion, aloofness.

बलिः, बलि—n the fifteenth of the twenty-seven stars according to Hindu astronomy.

बलि—n taste flavour relish, good taste or flavour, gustation बलिःप्रकाश, बलिः—n act of tasting, gustation बलिःहारी—a tasting बलिःहारी—a tasteless insipid, flavourless flat.

बलि—n tasty, tasteful gustful, tasting sweet delicious, sweet.

बलिःक्रमित—n of one's mother-country, national, patriotic, nationalistic बलिःक्रमितका, बलिःक्रमितका—n, patriotism, nationalism.

बलिःक्रमित—n one's own right or territory or jurisdiction or privilege.

बलिःक्रमित—n independent, free unconfined, unrestricted बलिःक्रमित—n to free, to liberate बलिःक्रमित—n to be free or independent बलिःक्रमित—n the Independence Day बलिःक्रमित—adv, independently, freely.

बलिः—n study of the Vedas, studies बलिः—n a student of the Vedas, a student.

बलिःक्रम—n self-help, self-reliance, self-support, self-sufficiency बलिःक्रम—n a having recourse to self-help, self-reliant self-supporting, self-sufficient.

बलिःक्रमित—n a natural, a characteristic, innate, instinctive, native, of the phenomenal world, normal, usual, spontaneous not forced, बलिःक्रमितका—n naturalness normality, normalcy, usualness, spontaneity.

बलिः—n a husband, a master a lord, an employer, an overlord, a ruler, an owner a proprietor, a title of saints or great ascetics (also बलिः) बलिः—n ownership, proprietorship, authority, rule बलिः—n don a mistress (उत्तरबलिः), a female employer or ruler, a proprietress बलिः—n an ownerless, masterless बलिः—n (of a woman) who has lost her husband, widowed.

बलिः—n self-possessed, self-controlled, self-governing बलिःक्रमित—n same as बलिःक्रमित.

बलिः—n one's own interests pleasure welfare etc, self-interest बलिःक्रमित—n thoughts to devise means of realizing one's own interests selfish thoughts self-seeking बलिःक्रमित—n self-sacrifice self-denial, बलिःक्रमित करा—v to sacrifice one's own interests बलिःक्रमित—n a self-sacrificing बलिःक्रमित करा, बलिःक्रमित करा—n selfish बलिःक्रमित करा, बलिःक्रमित करा—n selfishness बलिःक्रमित—n a selfish motive or thought बलिःक्रमित—n actuated or prompted by a selfish motive or thought बलिःक्रमित—n engulfs in thoughts of self-interest, absorbed in one's own affairs or interests बलिःक्रमित—n a full of selfishness बलिःक्रमित, बलिःक्रमित—n unselfish, selfless, disinterested बलिःक्रमित, बलिःक्रमित—n realization of one's own interests बलिःक्रमित—n a blinded with selfishness or self-interest blindly or unscrupulously self-seeking बलिःक्रमित—n self-seeking बलिःक्रमित—n a self-seeking बलिःक्रमित—n a self-seeker बलिःक्रमित—n a madly self-seeking.

बलिः—n health, hygiene, happiness, peace बलिःक्रमित—n public health or hygiene.

बलिःक्रमित—n personal health or hygiene.

बलिः—n the Director of Public Health बलिः—n a conducive to health, healthsome, healthful, healthy, salutary, salubrious बलिः—n a health-resort, a...
health station — a health services  
hygienist — a sanitary inspector
hygiene — measures for recovery or improvement of health, sanitation — a resort  

—to take measures for recovery or improvement of health — a science of or rules for healthy living, hygiene — sanitation  

—a ruin or wreck of health  

—the Minister of Health — a preservation of health — recovery of health  

— impairment of health — an ill-health sickly  

—a search for health attempt to recover health  

— a searching for, attempting to recover health valetudinarian.

বাহ্য—(1) n the wife of the sun-god  

(2) adj a word uttered whilst pouring ghee in the sacrificial fire

বাহ্যকার— n acknowledgment, admission, admissiveness, confession, recognition, owning, possession  

—a likeness, acceptability  

—a consignment, agreement, consent, assent, promise  

—a act of inviting upon oneself courting (হৃদয়ের কাজ) sustaining (ঝিলিমিলির)  

—to acknowledge, to admit, to confess, to recognize oneself to accept, to acquiesce to agree, to consent, to promise, to invite oneself to court, to sustain oneself in  

—to accept, to agree to consent  

— a confession

বাহ্যকারী—(1) a acknowledgeable, admissible, to be recognized or admitted, fit to be confessed or owned, acceptable  

(2) n  

a postulate  

(geomet.) a postulate  

(adv) admitted

বাহ্যকারিতা—n acknowledged, admitted, confessed, recognized, owned, accepted, acquiesced, agreed, consented, promised  

—a admitted fact, (geomet.) a postulate  

—a acknowledgment, admission, admittance, confession, recognition, owning, acceptance, acquiescence, agreement, consent  

বাহ্যকার— a one's own, own

বাহ্যকার্ত— n one's own will, volition, free will, self-will, voluntary, wilful  

—adv of one's own accord, voluntarily willfully, willingly

—wilfulness, self-will, waywardness, wantonness — a wilful self-willed, wayward wanton fem  

—a subject to one's free will (বৃত্তকর) wilful self-willed, wayward (বক্তব্যবস্থা) fem  

—same as বাহ্যকার, बहुविकसित — a actuated or prompted by one's own will, wilful deliberate  

— a voluntarily given  

—a employed by one's own will (myth) an act of dying whenever one pleases to die (pop) voluntary, deliberate  

—a curting of death  

—a a volunteer fem  

(3) n  

sweat, perspiration, vapour, steam  

— a born of or originating from sweat, perspiratory  

—a causing or inducing sweat perspiratory  

—a sweat, perspiration  

—a a bead of perspiration a drop of sweat  

—a drenched or damp with sweat, sweaty, sweated  

—(1) n act of doing as one pleases, waywardness, unrestrained exercise of one's will, arbitrariness, despotism, freedom, dissoluteness  

(2) a wayward, self-willed, arbitrary, despotic, free, unrestricted dissolute  

—a despotic or arbitrary government, absolutism, despotism, tyranny  

— a wayward, self-willed, dissolute, wily, despotic, tyrannical  

—(1) a  

—from  

(2) n fem a wayward or profligate woman

বাহ্যকারিতা—n self-acquired, earned or acquired by oneself, deliberately invited upon oneself

—(1) n Madana (মদন) the Hindu god of love (cp Cupid Eros)  

—a remembering  

—a remembrance, recollection, memory, reflection or meditation (কল্পনা-বাহ্যকারিতা) remembering, silent or inward invocation in supplication (বিপশ্চিন্তা)  

—a request or summons to come (রাজা কতক তুলে)  

—to call
to mind, to recollect, to reflect or meditate, to invoke in supplication silently or inwardly, to request or summon to come, a memento, a keepsake, a memorial, the canvas of memory, the way or course of memory, a reminder letter, a reminder, a memorandum, the power of remembering things, the reten
tive capacity of mind, memory, a lacking in memory, having poor memory, incapable of being remembered, forgotten, immemorial, a
memorial, a memorial, a souvenir, a fit to be remembered or recollected, memorable things or events, memorabilia

- poet form of

- a memo

- a causing to remember, reminding, a memorial fund, a reminder, a memorandum, a memento

- of or mentioned in or versus in

- n (1) a (light and sweet) smile (2) a (lightly and sweetly) smiling, blooming (light shining light ray) smiling face

- a recollected

- inward recollection or reflection, remembrance, memory, meditation, a memento, a memorial, the holy law-book of Hindus, the Smriti, memoirs, reminiscence, a memento, a memorial, same as the Smriti, an anniversary (esp. of a sad incidence or death) confusion or loss of memory.

- a very loud uproar, fuss to raise a very loud uproar, to fuss noisily, to gallivant, to gad about (noisily and cheerfully)
Brahma (🇬🇧 n fem. वलमणा, वलमणकी— a female riding a duck Goddess Saraswati (सरस्वती) हससारत्वक— n. a duckling हससार— a seated on a goose or swan हससी— n fem the duck, the goose हक (1) a rightful, just right (2) n rightful claim or title, right (हज़ारा रका, हक्का रका), just or right words (हज़ारा हस्त)
हकड़ा—v, to be nonplussed, to be taken aback, to be astounded or flabbergasted
हकड़ा—n one having a rightful claim or title, a rightful claimant
हकड़ा—n a huckster, a pedlar, (loos.) a hawk, खेड़ा कापड़े हकड़ा— a newsman, a newsboy हकड़ा—n huckster pedlary
हकी—n hockey
हकिकत—n (law) descriptive statement
हकिकत—n a physician practising the Islamic system of medicine, a hakim हकिकत, हकिकत—(1) a of a hakim (2) n practice of Muslim system of medicine
हकिकत—n proprietorship, right, claim, (law) a title-suit
हक—n Mohammedan pilgrimage to Mecca and Medina hadj hajj हक कर— v to go on hadj
हक—n digestion, (iron) misappropriation or appropriation to oneself by cunning (हससार तरा हक) हक—n act of enduring, pocketing swallowing (अभाव हक) हक कर— v, to digest, (iron) to misappropriate or to appropriate to oneself by cunning, (idiom.) to endure tamely, to take something lying down. हकम, हकमी— a digestive (हकम जली—digestive pill)
हकमारी—n a Muslim pilgrim to Mecca and Medina.
हकम (Mus) a lord, a master, a venerable or honourable person हकम— the Prophet, the founder of Islam.
हकॉ— v to move backwards or aside, to retreat, to evade an obligation or undertaking, to back out, to withdraw, to be defeated हकॉ— v, to cause to move backwards or aside, to repel, to cause to retreat or back out or withdraw, to defeat.
हकॉ—int. indicating suddenness, quickness, rashness etc. हकॉ— हकॉ— hastily, suddenly, abruptly, impetuously.
हकार—n. a market हकार—n a confused uproar, a hullabaloo. हकारेंधारी—n
prostitute (facet) n (facet) a hatted structure in a market used as a shop

application of force, violation, retreat withdrawal, defeat intimation imprudence rashness

rash, foolhardy, impetuous, indiscreet, obstinate fem rash, foolhardy, impetuous, indiscreet, obstinate

rashness, foolhardiness, impotency, indiscretion, obstinacy

a form of yogic practice or breath-control one practising breath-control by yogic means or prescribed poses

variants of and an upstart, (cp) nouveau riche

to get out of position accidentally, to lose one's footing, to slip to glide, to slide—slipping or gliding or sliding

indicating great rapidity in walking, moving, doing etc

hurry overmuch in talking, walking, doing, etc, to fuss and hurry—adv over-hasty, fussy and hasty

to slipperiness, rapidity, rattling noise, rumbling noise

to slip severely (to the touch)

a slippery

an urn

a killed slain, ruined, destroyed, spoiled, pulled down, imputed, lost bereft of frustrated, foiled, bad wretched

deprived of glory, shorn of glory, past all glory—a deprived of consciousness unconscious, stupefied, utterly perplexed or confounded

flabbergasted—a graceless, wretched, reckless and dissipated

a graceless, a wretch, a reckless and dissipated person a rascal, a rogue, a scoundrel, a loafer—a almost or nearly killed—a having lost one's vigour, rendered vigourless, weakened

a stupefied, nonplussed, utterly perplexed or confounded, flabbergasted

a unfortunate, dilated, wretched, miserable—dishonoured, humbled, humiliated, slighted, disgraced—having, lost one's reverence for or faith in, disgusted, browed off

irreverence, apathy, disregard, neglect, slight, disdain, despise 
a deprived or shorn of one's grace or beauty or prosperity or glory

a not received with cordiality or warmth, neglected, slighted, slight

lack of cordial or warm reception, neglect, slight

disappointed, crestfallen, dejected down in the mouth despondent

to disappoint, to deject

disappointment, dejection, despondence, despondency

having lost one's reliance, on faith (in), bereft of hope crestfallen, despondent

dead and wounded

coll. corrup of killing, slaughter, massacre, murder, persistent squattting at the temple of a deity for obtaining divine favour

to kill to slay, to massacre (lit. & fig.), to murder

to squat at the temple of a deity for obtaining divine favour (fig.) to solicit doggedly

an instance of homicide, carnage, massacre, murder—a homicide, a murderer, a lacerating

a killer fem a murderer—n murder, a murderer

the offences of homicide or murder, culpable homicide amounting to murder

(1) a guilty of homicide or murder (2) a homicide, a murderer fem a murderess

information, trace, clue, first taste or glimpse, whereabouts (taar haqiqat e ko na), a means, a way

the body of traditions about Mohammad the Prophet, the hadith, Muslim jurisprudence

(1) boundary or jurisdiction (2) a. extreme (khatm), not exceeding, in all (raza khatim) a adv at the most, at best

killing, slaying, slaughter, murdering, murder

to kill, to slay, to murder.

the jaw or the jawbone, the
mandible, the chin, (obs) the Entellus, the Hanuman हनुमान, हनुमान—n. the Entellus, the Hanuman, a character of the Ramayana

हरष—a extremely hurried and anxious, in a nervous hurry or flurry, fussy

हर्ष—a fit to be killed or slain, to be killed or slain

हर्ष—(1) n a killer, a slayer, a murderer (fem a murderess) (2) a killing, slaying, murdering हर्षकर—(1) n a killer, a slayer, an obstructor, an obstacle (2) a killing, slaying, obstructing

हर्ष—fem of हर्ष

हर्ष—n a hundredweight

हर्ष—same as हर्ष हर्षकर—n in the state of being killed or destroyed. हर्षकर—n the body subject to death and destruction, the dying body

हर्ष, (pop) हर्ष—a madly rushing to kill or beat or bite or attack (cp) running amok, frenzied, rabid हर्ष कूद

हर्षक—int indicating walking or moving at a great speed

हर्ष—n a hundredweight

हर्षक—n an utterly stupid king of folk tales हर्षक राजा—a king and his minister, both utterly stupid, (fig) a stupid person and his equally stupid counsellor

हर्ष—n an ablation of fire a fire-sacrifice, burnt-offering हर्षक—n a pit for making sacrificial fire

हर्ष—n Eve

हर्ष, (pop) हर्ष—n any article esp ghee offered in fire-sacrifice, a burnt-offering, clarified butter, ghee, an ablation of fire a fire-sacrifice हर्षक, हर्षकर, हर्षकी—n (rare) sunned rice boiled in ghee, (pop) boiled sunned rice and ghee हर्षक—v to eat (nothing but) boiled sunned rice and ghee हर्षकी—a eating (nothing but) boiled sunned rice and ghee

हर्ष—n same as हर्ष कर—v to disprove what is true, to undo or unsettle a settled fact हर्ष—n impeding, imminent.

हर्ष—con either (हर्ष तूफान, तर हर्ष) हर्ष—either or.

हर्ष, हर्षक—adv perhaps perchance, possibly, probably

हर्षक—n harassed, fatigued, badgered, exasperated हर्षक कर—v to harass, to fatigue, to badger, to exasperate हर्षक—n harassment, fatigue, exasperation

हर्ष—(n) n Shiva (शिव), (math) a denominator or divisor (2) a killing, destroying, removing or allaying, taking away, carrying off, robbing, (math) deducting or dividing

हर्षक, हर्षक—n obstacle hindrance, impediment obstruction, stumbling block

हर्षक—n a messenger, a courier, a postal messenger, a runner, a postman

हर्षक—n Shiva (शिव) and Durga (दुर्गा) the manifestation of Shiva and Durga in one body

हर्षक—adv every hour, always, often, every now and then

हर्ष—n carrying off, robbing plundering, stealing, pilferage, lifting, abduction, removal, allaying, destruction or act of taking away, (math) division हर्ष कर—v to carry off, to rob, to plunder, to steal, to pilfer, to lift, to abduct, to remove to allay, to destroy or to take away, (math) to divide हर्ष—n division and multiplication

हर्षक—n hearts (of playing-cards)

हर्षक—n stoppage of all work in protest throughout a wide area, hartal

हर्ष—adv always, incessantly, continuously, non-stop, often, every now and then

हर्ष, हर्ष—n any letter of the alphabet, a character (print) a type हर्ष-तालाई—n type-casting हर्ष-तालाईकरण—n type-foundry

हर्षक—n one who mimics or is capable of mimicking various voices, sounds, notes etc, (cp) a mimic

हर्ष—n a loud uproar indicating excess of mirth etc

हर्ष—int a sound uttered in honour of Shiva (शिव)

हर्ष, हर्षक—poet corruptions of हर्ष and हर्षक

हर्ष—a fem. of हर्ष.
separately united (like Lord Hari and Lord Hara in one body) (having) one soul and one mind bosom

n the buck, the stag, the deer (pl. deer), the antelope fem—fem—the doe, the hind, the female deer or antelope

n a fawn

n a fawn-eyed

n a prison-house of ancient Calcutta, a prison a gaol, a jail, a house of correction

n (as food) venison

n a stag’s horn, an antler

n (1) n the green colour, verdure (2) a green, verdant

n emerald, green vitriol, (error but pop.) blue vitriol

n of a green yellow

n turmeric

n of a yellow

n yellowish

n a species of yellow bird of the dove-kind

—poet corrupt of हरि, हरिव-बिपाल—

n a sudden onset of sorrow or calamity in midst of joy or merry-making

n myrobolan

n ‘many’ and diverse, assorted different (हरकृष्ण संह) हरकृष्ण झंड—of various kinds assorted

adv on the whole, on an average

n one who carries off or robs or steals or abducts or removes or allays or destroys or kills fem हर्म्म हर्म्म—
a destroyer and builder, a killer and creator, (fig) an absolute ruler, a dictator

n a destroyer, killer and maintainer, a killer, creator and preserver (fig) an absolute ruler, a dictator

n a large and beautiful building, an edifice, a mansion, a palace

n the floor of any room of a mansion or palace

n a lion

n joy, delight, pleasure, mirth

n happiness, erection (उदासी) हरम—(1) n same as हर

(2) a giving joy joyful, delightful, delightsome, pleasant, causing to stand up upright (उदासी) हर्म—

n beside oneself with joy

n gladdened, delighted, pleased

n ecstasy, rapture, elation

n a blooming or beaming with joy or delight.

For words in हरि, not given separately, see हरि
palm of the hand, already in one's grasp
हांस—n to lay hands on, to set one's hand to, to interfere to intervene
हांसन—n a accounts past and present, a descriptive rent-roll (of an estate) drawn up annually
हांस—n the thirteenth of the twenty-seven stars according to Hindu astronomy
हांसन—n the elephant's tusk, ivory
हांसन—n a lained with ivory
हांसन—n fem the female elephant the cow-elephant the worst of four types of women from the point of view of sexual union
हांस—n the driver or keeper of an elephant
हांसन—n a watery secretion from the nostrils eyes and penis of a must elephant
हांसन—n utterly stupid
हांसन—n a stable for housing elephants
हांस—n the elephant's trunk.
हांस—n the elephant
हांस—nt indicating grief, suffering, amazement etc.
हांस—n a yawn (dial) a demand (तार बड़ा)
हांस—n to yawn
हांस—v to yawn
हांस—v to hyphenate
हांस—obs var of हांस
हांस—n a rocket (for fireworks display)
हांस—n a loud or uproarious complaint attended with wailing hue and cry
हांस—v to make a loud or uproarious complaint wailingly, to raise a hue and cry
हांस—n a seat fixed on an elephant's back, a howdah a haudah
हांस—n (Mus) Eve
हांस—n air, wind breeze, climate, contact or influence (दूर हांस), general tendency trend (दूर हांस)
हांस—n to fan हांसका—to enjoy fanning to have an airing, to air oneself (अलग) to fast to eat Barmecide's feast
हांस—v to fan
(फट) to try to increase or spread out to fan, (facet) to decamp हांसका—v to get air (फट) to get stimulus, (फट) to come in contact of or to be influenced (by), (फट) to sense
हांस—same as हांस except the last meaning.
हांस—v (facet) to disappear, to vanish (into thin air), to decamp, to flee हांसेमेड—n to air हांसे-आकिस—n meteorological office हांसेन—n a motor-car, a car हांसेन—n a change of air, (लिट & fig) a change of climate हांसेन—n an air-gun
हांस—n an extensive marsh or quagmire or fen
हांस—n custody, charge हांसका—v to commit to the custody or charge of हांस—n a piece of land held under fixed terms and conditions हांसका—n one who holds an aforesaid piece of land
हांस—n borrowing a debt a loan हांसका—v to borrow हांसका—v to lend हांसका—v to borrow and fixing a future point of time for payment हांसका—n a borrowed, taken on loan
हांस—n open mouth or expanse of open mouth or beak a gape, an opening an orifice (वांछित हांस)
हांस—v to stare with open mouth, to open one's mouth to gape हांस—v to become wide open to gape to form a large hole in oneself हांस—v a gaping (such as wound)
हांस—nt or adv indicating acquiescence, affirmation, confirmation, presence, response etc.
हांस—n used in addressing a person familiarly (हांस में)
हांस—n a Hebrew word of हांस
hākā—n a loud call or shout हांस—v to call or shout loudly, to bawl (to)
हांस—n repeated loud calls or shouts, wide reputation of being wealthy and powerful हांस—v to raise a hue and cry.
हांस—v to brandish or move with an éclat (हांस का गाड़ी हांसका)
हांस—v to drive very speedily or proudly (गाड़ी हांसका)
हांस—to build with a great éclat (हांसका)
हांस—n repeated loud calling or shouting हांसका—v to call or shout loudly and repeatedly.
हांस—v to sneeze हांस—v to cause to sneeze


- **Hintik**—n. a kind of precious stone, cornelian

- **Hintik**—n. pop corrupt of हिंदिक

- **Hintik**—n. 1 a magistrate, a deputy magistrate, a judge, a ruler हिंदिक, हिंदिक—(1) n magistracy (2) a magisterial.

- हाश—v to evacuate one's bowels, to ease or relieve nature, to have loose motions हाशगन—v to evacuate another's bowels, to purge, to cause to have loose motions

- हाश—n (rare) a homeless person (pop) a low family हाश—a born of a low or indigent family

- हाक्र, हाक्र—n the shark, (fig) an extortioner, (fig) a sharper

- हाक्रमा, (corrupt) हाक्रम—n a riot, an affray, a disturbance, a difficulty, a hitch, a raid, an inroad हाक्रमा क़िरा, हाक्रमा बाद—v to riot, to create a disturbance or difficulty to brew trouble or mischief

- हाक्रम, हाक्र—n a guardroom for under-trial prisoners, a (police) lock-up, police custody

- हाक्रम—n same as हाक्रम, and—a European or English meal (फूट हाक्रम)—breakfast वड हाक्रम—lunch, dinner

- हाक्र—(1) v to rot or be spoilt by being drenched in water (esp in rain-water) for a long time (धन हाक्र), to be affected with chilblain (पी हाक्र) (2) n excessive rainfall or flood (हाक्रत्राव), sore caused by excessive use of water, chilblain हाक्रच—पा (of a pond) shallow and mucky

- हाक्र—n of a thousand हाक्र—n a commander of a troop of thousand soldiers

- हाक्रच—n excessive rain or flood and drought

- हाक्र—alt spell of हाक्र

- हाक्र—n appeared, present, attendant हाक्र करा—करा—v to bring (one) in presence (of), to make one appear, to present, भाव हाक्रा—v. to be in attendance, to attend, to be present हाक्रा, हाक्रा—n. attendance, appear-

- हाक्र—n. a sneeze हाक्र—v to make a mess of in course of rummaging

- हाक्र—v to walk हाक्रगन—v to cause to walk, to teach one (esp a baby) how to walk हाक्रगन—n a way to be covered by walking, हाक्रगन—n repeated walking, repeated visits on foot हाक्रगन करा—v to go (to) or visit repeatedly on foot

- हाक्र—n the knee हाक्र गड़ा, हाक्र पाता—v to kneel down, to be on one's knees एक हाक्र—n knee-deep water

- हाक्र—n knee-deep water हाक्रगन—n walking, ambulance

- हाक्र—n an urn-shaped pot क्रेन हाक्र—n an urn-shaped clay pot turned black on account of being used in cooking for a long time हाक्र—n different pots and jars collectively, kitchen utensils

- हाक्रका—n a black bird akin to the magpie the Indian tree-pie

- हाक्र—n an inferior liquor distilled from fermented rice, rice-beer

- हाक्र—alt. spell of हाक्र

- हाक्र—n a fat, corpulent, idiot dull-witted हाक्रका—n an idiot of idiots, a prince of idiots

- हाक्र—n laboured breathing, panting, asthmatic spasm हाक्र—same as हाक्र वा हाक्र हाक्र—v to expel a deep breath, (fig) to breathe freely हाक्र—n breathing-time, breathing-space, respire, a breather हाक्र—v to be out of breath, to pant, to breathe hard, to be seized with an asthmatic spasm हाक्र—v (fig) to breathe again, to have a sigh of relief हाक्र—v to pant, (fig) to fidget हाक्र—n panting, asthmatic spasm हाक्र—same as हाक्र वा हाक्र—n an asthmatic patient

- हाक्र—n the drake, (fem) the duck, the gander, (fem) the goose, swan (ru) हाक्र—n duck-shot

- हाक्रका—n a hasp, a latch

- हाक्र—n laboured breathing, (fig) fidget हाक्रका—v to breathe with difficulty, to gasp for breath, to fidget हाक्र—var of हाक्र and हाक्रा हाक्र—fem of हाक्र हाक्र—n a crescent necklace

- हाक्र—n a crescent-shaped knife with a haft.

- हाक्र—int. used to prevent or interrupt suddenly.
ance, presence হাতার-ধারী, হাতার-নাই, হাতার-বহুল, হাতার-দাতার—n an attendance register.

হালন—n a Mohammedan who has performed pilgrimage to Mecca and Medina, a baji, a baji.

হালন—n a market (esp one held on fixed days of week), a fair, (fig) a disturbingly noisy place (তাড় তাড়—হালন) (fig) a concourse, an assemblage (রাগাত হালন), (fig) abundance, plenty (সেখানে হালন ফুল ফলে হালন) to visit a market for buying and selling, to market, (fig) to open fully or to open to public view (রক্ষা বা রক্ষার হালন হালন), (fig) to make a mess of (ইংরেজি হালনের হালন) হালন বনান, হালন সেপালন—v to establish a market, (fig) to cause to assemble, to make a loud disturbing noise হালন হালন—a market or fair on the পিতলের of closing for the day or for the term or for good, (fig) anything disrupted or on the point of winding up হালন—n a market-day হালনিক, (coll) হালন—(1) n a market-man (fem a market-woman) (2) a carrying goods (and also people) to the market (হালনের লোক) going to the market for buying or selling, marketing (হালনের লোক) হালন হালন ভালো—v to disclose or reveal one's guilt or wrong doing in public (cp) to wash one's dirty linen in public.

হালন—n bone (2) a (used as a pfx) to the bones inveterate, utter হালন কালি কালি—v (fig) to exhaust or exasperate utterly (with toil or affliction), (fig) to beat black and blue হালন এড়া কালি এড়া কালি—v (fig) to beat soundly to belabour হালন এড়া—v (fig) to relieve or to feel relieved হালন এড়ান—v (fig) to trouble or pester in the extreme হালন এড়া, হালনার এড়া এড়া—v (fig) to feel relieved হালন এড়ান এড়ান—v (fig) to be inseparably connected হালন, হালনের—variants of হালন কালি, হালন—a extremely miserly or niggardly, close-fisted হালন এড়া এড়া—a skinflint হালন এড়া এড়া, (coll) হালন এড়া এড়া—n the adjutant stork, the হালন, (fig) a long-necked long-legged thin person. (cp) a bag of bones হালন এড়া এড়া—n bones and ribs হালন এড়া এড়া—a (fig) reduced to a skeleton, skinny হালন এড়ান—v (fig) troubling or pestering in the extreme হালন এড়ান—a (fig) precocious to the bones হালন এড়ান, হালন এড়ান, হালন এড়ান—v Budget to the bones হালন এড়ান—a (fig) extremely toilsome or fatiguing, extremely strenuous হালন—n all particulars or information হালন হালন—adv utterly indigent or wretched.

হালন এড়ান, হালন এড়ান—n a wooden framework to which the neck of a sacrificial victim is fixed at the time of immolation

হালন এড়ান—fem of হালনী

হালনী—n a scheduled caste amongst Hindus, a member of this caste

হালনী, হালনী, হালনী—n an Indian outdoor game, kabadi (কাবাদি)

হালনী—n (usu facet) bone হালনী হালনী—v reduced to a skeleton very gaunt skinny, skin and bone.

হালন—n the hand or the fore-এর or the arm, the corresponding limb of beasts, a cubit, (fig) possession or control, (fig) influence or manipulation hand হালন হালন—an inexperienced or unskilled worker, a raw or poor hand বড় হালনের হালন—a capital letter (ɔl, the English alphabet) হালন এড়ান—v to develop the habit of হালন এড়ান—v to wring one's hand (in order to express regret or to curry favour)

হালন এড়ান—v (fig) to win (one) over or to bring under one's control or to bring into one's possession হালন এড়ান—v (fig) to squirm (lit to bite one's hands) in disappointment or frustration হালন এড়ান—v to read one's hand or palm হালন এড়ান—v (fig) to take off one's hands, to cease participating in a work হালন এড়ান—v to work quickly with one's hands (fig) to raise one's hand to strike (ক্ষিতিক ক্ষিতিক হালন এড়ান) হালন এড়ান—v to quicken pace of work, to beat or belabour with one's hand, to cuff হালন এড়ান—v to fold one's hands, to apologize or solicit or salute with folded hands হালন এড়ান—v to have one's hands full হালন এড়ান—v to beat with the hand, to lay hands on, to deal or strike a blow (to some one) with one's hand, to assault, to raise one's hand in order to vote for (or against) or to express one's assent, to raise one's hand (to support a person or a proposal) হালন এড়ান—v to accomplish a stupendous task by humble means হালন এড়ান—v to touch with one's
hand, to handle, to take in hand, to set one's hand to, to undertake, to intervene
কাজ করা হাতে করা —v to become utterly
dejected and stupefied at one's ill-luck
হাতে রাখা —v to read one's hand or palm,
to feel one's pulse;
হাত ব্যবহার করা —v to walk hand in hand
হাত পা বাধা —v to be
touched or handled; to be taken in hand,
to be undertaken, to be interfered with
হাত পাকা —v to get one's hands used to
something by practice; to become
traded by practice
হাত পাকা —v earnestly request or
ask for (monetary) assistance or help
to beg
হাত কোল —v to pass one's hand
lightly and often 
carelessly over anything
গাড়ী হাতে কোল —v (fig) to win over or
propitiate or pacify or console with
adulatory words and carelessness
হাত কোল —v (lacet) to cheat by 
cajolery, to
whelde (something out of somebody), to
wangle হাত মুড়া —v to clench the fist
হাত কোলাম —same as হাতে কোল হাত সবার —
(idiom) to impatience or solicit very
ardently হাত হাত চাঁদ —v (fig) to
subdue or weaken not by beating but by
starving হাতে নেওয়া —v to take or hold
in one's hand, to undertake হাতে কাজ
—v (hg) to get under one's control
হাতে পাউড়ার —v (lit) to be 
handcuffed, (fig) to be
arrested by the police on a criminal charge
হাতে মারা কাটা —v (hg) to become very
haughty or to become very proud of one's
power or authority হাতে বলি না —v
(fig) to be extremely close-fisted
হাতের চিনি হাত পড়ে না —v (fig) a
shot in the locks.
Once thrown will not come
back হাতের পালা —v (fig) to
throw away one's fortune
dd হাতের পালা —v (fig) to
handcuff হাত-করা —v a hand-saw হাত
বাঁধ —v a stingy, niggardly close-fisted
হাত-কাড়া —a having one's arm or arms ampu-
tated, armless, (of shirts, blouses etc)
sleeveless হাত-বেষ —n pocket money
হাত-কাড়া —a empty-handed
d wearing no ornament
in one's hands; having all one's money
exhausted broke, having no work on hand
হাত-বেষ —a given to spending profusely,
lavish, bountiful (হাত-বেষ —n a hand-note,
a note of sum of money borrowed, a chit,
a short note or letter হাত-বেষ —a out of
possession or control, lost, out of hand
হাত-বেষ —n, a beckoning with the hand
হাত-বেষ —v to beckon with the
hand.
হাত-বেষ —n stinginess, frugality,
plundering habit হাত-বেষ —v to grope,
to appropriate to oneself, to misappropri-
ate (হাত-বেষ —n clapping of hands
হাত-বেষ —v to clap one's hands
হাত-বেষ —n a thing obtained out of another's
favour, a charitable gift
হাত-বেষ —a very
obedient to হাত-বেষ —a utterly helpless,
incapable bound to হাত-বেষ —a
which केला —v (fig) to throw or fling to
the jaws of death whence escape is
impossible, to consign to utter misery
হাত-বেষ —v to change hands
হাত-বেষ —n a small box esp for keeping money
and other small valuables; a cashbox;
handbox लाड়াকড়া —n a hand(s)el
हাত-বেষ —a close-fisted stringy
হাত-বেষ —n gloves
হাত-বেষ —n reputation for
sp (esp of physicians, lawyers, artisans etc)
हात-বেষ —n a handle
हাত-বেষ —n good marksman-
ship হাত-বেষ —a skill of the hand
sleight of hand deftness in plundering
while the hand the state of being light-fingered
হাত-বেষ —n limits area, confines precincts
(বাড়ির হাত-বেষ), (fig) control
হাত-বেষ —n a ladle, a sleeve of a coat,
shirt etc; হাত-বেষ —v to ladle
হাত-বেষ —v to seize or to take
possession of (esp by cunning) to appropriate to
oneself, to misappropriate, to delat
rummage with the hand, to handle
হাত-বেষ —(1) n a scuffle with hands a
hand-to-hand fight
(2) a hand-to-hand
হাত-বেষ —a battle-royal
হাত-বেষ —a (used as a sfx) measur-
ling many cubits (পশ্চিম তত্ত্ব), directed
towards the right or the left hand
হাত-বীর —n the elephant,
(.fig) a very corpulent or shifty or bulky or gigantic
person হাত-বীর —v to keep an
elephant (fig) to employ or keep somebody
who entails tremendous expenditure for
the employer or keeper হাত-বীর —n
elephant's feed, (fig) an enormous feed
হাত-বীর —a tusk
হাত-বীর —a trunk
হাত-বীর —n a hand-weapon or
hand-tool.
হাত-বীর —n a hand-weapon or
hand-tool.
হাত-বীর —n a hand-weapon or
hand-tool.
হাত-বীর —n a hand-weapon or
hand-tool.
হাত-বীর —n a stable for housing
elephants
হাঁড়ি—n artichoke
হাঁড়ি—alt spell of হাঁড়ি
হাঁড়ি—n a hammer

dhārā—n a quacksalver, a quack, a mountebank, a charlatan. dhārā চিকিংকান্না—a quack physician, a quack হাঁড়িগোলাপ্পি—quackery, mountebankery, mountebankism charlatanism

dhārā—alt spell of হাঁড়ি
dhārā—coll corrupt of হাঁড়ি

dhār—adv by hand, at hand, ready to hand হাতে কলমে—adv by direct practice and training হাতে খুলন—n the sacrament of initiation into one’s studies, first lesson in writing to a child, (fig) initiation into a work commencement of apprenticeship or the initial stage of learning (a trainee)

dhār—n a handmade, (fig) brought up or built (up) by oneself হাতে নাচে—adv in the very act of doing red-handed হাতে মিলন—(fig) to combine in an enterprise to join hands হাতে দৃষ্টি পাওয়া—to be blessed with an unexpected stroke of luck হাতে-হাতে—adv from hand to hand red-handed, directly, readily promptly (হাতে-হাতে নিয়ন্ত্রণ)


dhār, dhār—variants of হাঁড়ি

dhāna—n Δ to drive (a weapon etc.) to strike with, to shoot (হীরা হাঁশান), to cast, to dart (হুড়ি হাঁশান), to flash (রিঝান, হাঁশান) (2) n an attack (হীরা হাঁশান), a raid (শালি হাঁশান) (3) a haunted (by an evil spirit) হাঁশান খাওয়া—v to raid, to haunt হাঁশানাহান—n a raider হাঁশানাহান—n a haunted house হাঁশানাহান—n mutual fighting, dash


dhāna—n destruction, loss, damage impairment, a harm an injury হাঁশান—v to destroy, to damage, to impair, to injure হাঁশান নয়—(there is) no harm হাঁশান—a causing loss, destructive, damaging, impairing, harmful, injurious


dhāna—n a furnace (esp. of a smith), a forge bellows, a blower a seedbed


dhānপান—n very greedy or eager expectation or longing, (er un) regret or repentence হাঙ্গাম করান—v to long for or expect very greedily or eagerly, to regret or repent


dhāna, dhāna—n Δ streaming with tears হাঙ্গাম রোলান—(π) to turn on wiperworks


dhānপান—n indicating the sound of eating noisily হাঙ্গামপান—n indicating quick repetition of the aforesaid sound.


dhāna—n a half হাঙ্গামশোধন—n a kind of Bengali song-tournament হাঙ্গাম-উদ্দেশ্য—n a semi-rept হাঙ্গাম-টিকেট—n a ticket (of railway, cinema theatre etc.) issued at a concessional price to children, a confession ticket হাঙ্গাম-চলন—n a half-holiday, work or wages for half the usual daily working hours, half time (also হাঙ্গাম-চলন)


dhāna—n an artistic gesture or attitude or pose হাঙ্গামাবাদ—n gestures and deportment, demeanour
dhāna—n a garbulous or decrepit dhāna—n dull-witted, idiotic dhāna, (rej) dhāna—n an Abyssinian, an African negro


dhāna—n a devoid of the power of speech, dumb, dull-witted, stupid idiotic, bopbyish হাঙ্গামা লোক—n a lubbery lout, a booby a clodhopper a dolt, a numskull an idiot (also হাঙ্গামা লোক)


dhān, dhāna—n loss or ruin মুহূর্ত হাঙ্গাম—loss or ruin at the very outset, total loss or ruin


dhāna, dhāna—n an Indian sergeant, a havildar


dhānপানাম—n prison.
dhānপান—n alternately rising above and going under water (as done by a drowning person), fidgety struggle of a drowning person to keep above water (fig) struggle to escape something deep engrossment or involvement (কান্না মূলে হাঙ্গামপান) হাঙ্গামপান—v to struggle with fidgetiness to keep aloof, (fig) to be deeply engrossed, to be over head and ears


dhānপান, dhānপান—n a building, a residential house, a row or cluster of residential houses, huts, lines


dhāna, dhān—n (1) n one without means of procuring one's daily food, (fig) an utterly indigent or wretched person (2) n having no means to procure one's daily food, utterly indigent or wretched


dhāna, dhāna—n measles হাঙ্গাম লাটি বেঁধে—measles have receded.
dhāna—n Δ pro (obs & poet) I


dhānপান—n var of হাঙ্গামপান


dhānপান, dhānপান—n considering oneself the chief of all, self-important, self-conceited egotistic(al), bumptious.


dhānশান—n an attack, an assault, a raid; a riot, a row হাঙ্গাম করান—v to launch an attack or assault or raid (upon), to riot, to kick up a row
Hamalāṁ—a to low loudly for the calf (as by the cow)

Hamān, Hamāqādi—n movement on all fous, crawling Hamān Chān, Hamāqādi Dēwān—v to move on all fous, to crawl

Hamān—n an iron mortar, Hamāqādi—n mortar and pestle made of iron

Hamān—n a bathing establishment, a Turkish bath, a hammam

Hamān—adv always, often

Hamān—int dh n the noise made by oxen, low

Harī, Harīr—n an Indian musical mode

Harī—int expressing regret, remorse, etc., alas ab Hamān kā—v to utter repeatedly exclamations of regret remorse etc.; (cp) to beat the breast Hamān kā—laack a day, alack.

Harī—n a calendar year, a year, an era

Harīn—n bashfulness, modesty

Harī—n defeat Harī kā, Harī kā kā—v to acknowledge defeat

Harī—n a necklace, a wreath, a string, (math) division, (loos) rate or proportion Parīkār harī—n the rate of exchange Harī—adv as the rate of to Quāsī, Harī— rates per hundred percentage

Harīkā—n (in a game) the defeated team

Harīman—n a harmonium

Harī—(1) v to be defeated, to lose (as a game) (2) a (in comp) having lost, deprived of bereft of Quāsī, Harī kā bereaved of, less Harī Harī kā—motherless

Harī—(1) v to defeat, to vanquish, to lose, to mūs ḍhān kān, Harī kā, to be lost or missing (2) a lost, missing Harī—n what has been lost and what has been found, (journ) lost and found, Harī a missing link or cue

Harī a any unholy or forbidden thing or creature according to Muslim scriptures, a boar, a swine ḍhān, Harī kā, (abusively) a pig, a swine, a scoundrel fem ḍhān kā

Harīvini—n a proportionate, average, pro rate

Harī—n defeat, vanquishment

Harīkā—n a hurricane lantern

Harīvini—fem. of Harī.

Harī—a (used as a sfz) taking away, robbing, fascinating

Harīn—n a harem

Harīk—a. relating to heart, cordial, tender, affectionate.

Harīkān—n a harmonium

Harīkān—n a helm, a rudder Harī kā—v to steer

Harīkān—n, a plough, a metal hoop, a tire Harī kān, Harī kān—v to plough, to till Harī kān—v to tire

Harīkān—(1) n condition, state, circumstances (2) a present current, modern, Harīkān—see Harīkān Harīkān—n condition and symptoms, trend, attitude and gestures, character and conduct Harīkān—adv recently lately, of late Harākā Harākā—right royal condition, extremely happy state Harākā Harākā—vretched condition, squalid condition

Harīkān—n not heavy, light (Harīkā Harākā—light metal) of short weight; easily digested (Harīkā Harākā—light meal), easy, mild, gently blowing (Harīkā Harākā), unimportant, negligible frivolous (Harīkā Harākā), airy (Harīkā Kā), care-free (Harīkā Kā), light (in all the foregoing senses) Harīkā kā—v to lighten, to reduce the amount of (Kākā Harī kā kā), to disburden, to relieve (Mn Harī kā kā) Harīkā Harākā Harākā kā—v to take or treat lightly

Harīkān, Harīkān, Harīkān—see Harīkān

Harīkān—n harassed or fatigued

Harīkān—(1) a holy or permissible according to Mohammedan scriptures (2) n the system of killing a beast by cutting its clavicle, as prescribed by Mohammedan scriptures

Harīkān—(1) a one who ploughs used in ploughing (2) n a ploughman, bullock for the plough

Harī—n a ploughman

Harīn—n a helmsman a steersman

Harī—n one who makes sweetmeats a confectioner

Harī—int indicating (facet) the roar of a tiger

Harī—n a kind of porridge made by frying cornflour and then boiling it with sugar

Harī—n the embroidered border of a woollen wrapper, shawl etc.

Harī—n a laugh, a smile

Harī—n a laugh, a smile

Harī—n a hospital

Harī—v to laugh; to smile, (ui) to be
illuminated, to brighten up (চলনলাক্ষ লন্ধ সন্দেশ), to taunt, to ridicule, to deride (ঘল সঙ্গে) হাসিয়া উত্তরাংবাস ন য়ে থাকা যায়, to make one laugh or smile, to cause to ridicule or deride, to be an object or butt of ridicule or derision (ঘল সঙ্গে) হাসিয়া বহাত কারণ। হাসিন্দার আদি — v to laugh over, to ridicule or deride, to continue to laugh, to upset the calmness of, to laugh together drollingly হাসিন্দার আদি — adv in an easy manner, in a happy-go-lucky manner, playfully হাসিন্দার আদি — adv smilingly.

হাসিন্দা — n a laugh, laughter, a smile, ridicule or derision (fig.) brightness (গৌড় রাজ) হাসি পাছাছাত চিন্তাময়, to feel inclined to smile, to feel inclined to smile a derivative smile, to feel inclined to laugh in one's sleeves হাসিন্দা প্রতিরোধ গৌড়ান্ত — see বর্তমান হাসির পাছাছাত — an object or butt of ridicule or derision, a laughing-stock হাসি কান্ত সাহায্য — a ridiculous or ludicrous affair হাসি-করা — n smiles and tears tearful smiles, tears of joy joy and sorrow mixed together, alternate joy and sorrow হাসিশিকার, হাসিশিকার (1) মায়ের, liveliness jollity, vivacity, brio (2) ও ক্রীড়া, অল্প রাজ চর্চা, হাসি-তাহার, হাসি-ভাসি — n banter bantering। হাসি-তাহার, হাসি-ভাসি — v to banter, to poke fun at, to make fun of to pull one's leg হাসিশিকার — n a smiling face হাসিশিকার—adv with a smiling face, happily, gladly ungrudgingly, willingly হাসিশিকার — a smiling bright, charming pleasant.

হাসিন্দারি — a fem (used as a sfx) smiling or laughing (সানশিকারি)।

হাসিন্দা — a performed accomplished fulfilled, realized হাসিন্দা — v to perform to accomplish, to have something fulfilled, to contrive to realize।

হাসিশিকার (corrupt) হাসিও হাসি ন য়ে একটি কথা মূট স্বাদেশ মতুর ধারণ বাজার হামি।

হাসি ন — n a laugh, laughter, a smile হামি — v to laugh to smile, to smile derisively হামি, হামিতক — a laughable ridiculous, ludicrous comical, farcical humorous হামিবন্ধন, হামিভাবস্থান — wit and fun, pleasantness, buoyancy, banter, banter, humor হামি — a smiling, pleasant, happy fem হামি, হামি — same as হামি হামিতক — a brightened with smile, beaming হামি — n (rhet.) the sentiment of mirth, the comic হামির কারণ — a comical, humorous।

হামিতক নামক এ ফরে, a comedy হামিতকভাষা — n a comic actor, a comique, হামিতক (1) a witty, jocose, humorous (2) n a witty or jocose person, a wit, a buffoon, a writer of comic stories plays etc., a humorist, a comic actor or singer, a comique হামিতকভাষা — v to suppress or check laughter, to restrain impulse to laugh।

হামির — same as হামির পাছাছাত (see হামি)।

হামির প্রভাব — a brightened with smile, lit up with smile হামির প্রভাব, হামির প্রভাব — same as হামির।

হামির প্রভাব — int alas I am undone।

I am lost।

হামি — int indicating the noise of loud lamentation, grief affliction excess, emptiness, vacuity, desolation, the noise of grief হামি — v to lament or grieve or wail loudly to be empty or desolate, to grieve at loudly।

হামি হামি — v to burst into loud lamentation or wailing or into a guffaw।

হামির প্রভাব — n profound regret or repentance।

হামির প্রভাব — v to regret or repent deeply।

হিরি, হিরি — n asafotida।

হিরি-হিরি — n (sarcas) meaningless gibberish resembling Sanskrit words in sound।

হিরিক্ষণ — a given to killing or harming others, malevolent, malicious, spiteful, envious, jealous।

হিরিন, হিরিন — n killing slaughter, malice spite, malevolence, (loos) envy jealousness হিরিনের প্রভাব — v to kill, to slay, to harm to malice, to envy to be jealous of।

হিরিতক — a killing, slaying malicious।

হিরিতক, হিরিতক — a enfermed, jealous, spiteful, malicious।

হিরিতক, হিরিতক — a cruel, fell ferocious, killing others, murderous হিরি হিরি — a bird of prey।

হিরি — a beast of prey।

হিরিতক — n cruelty ferocity, act of killing others।

হিরিতক — v to drag or graze forcefully, to trail along forcefully।

হিরি — sl. corrupt of হিরি।
to do good (to), benevolence हिस्मन—a desirous of doing or disposed to do good (to), benevolent fem हिस्मनी हिस्मन—n sakart or beneficial or good advice or teaching हिस्मनक—a giving salutary or beneficial or good advice or teaching, дидактический हिस्मनक—n a one who gives salutary or beneficial or good advice or teaching

हिस्मन—same as हिस्मन
हिस्मन—n the Hindi language, Hindi
हिस्मन—(1) n a Hindu a हिआद्धा, Hindus (also हिआद्धग, Hindustani, Hindusism (also हिआद्धग)) (2) a of Hindustani or Hindus हिआद्धगंगाशा—n the Hindu community or society हिआद्धग—n Hindusthan, Hindusthan, India हिआद्धग—(1) a Indian, inhabiting Upper or Central India, of Hindusthan (2) n the mixed dialect of Upper India, Hindusthan

हिस्मन—n swinging a swing, the festival of शुल्ल or swinging, an Indian musical mode

हिवानाम—n (Mus) a deed of gift
हिवान—n the Hebrew race Hebrews, a Hebrew (fem Hebrewess) a Jew (fem Jewess), the Hebrew language Hebrew

हिवान—(1) n winter, snow, frost, dew, coldness, the cold chill (2) a cold cool हिवान—n dew is collecting हिवान—n winter, (cp) cold weather हिवान—n the Himalayas हिवान—n a glacier हिवान—n (geog) either of the frigid zones, a frigid zone हिवान—n freezing mixture हिवान—n the snow-line हिवान—n a hailstone, an iceberg हिवान—n a frigid icy, ice cold हिवान—n an iceberg हिवान—n glaciation हिवान—n a superior quality of mango, a kind of brain-cooling medicinal oil हिवान—n the moon हिवान—n advent of the cold season or of winter हिवान—n freezing point हिवान—(1) n a body bereft of bloodheat (that is, in a state of collapse), a frozen body, a lifeless body (2) a, having any one of the aforesaid bodies हिवान,
the Himalayas—a collection or mass of snow or hoarfrost, snow-ice, (loos) ice—loos
an avalanche—loos
refrigerator—loos
refrigerated—loos
to refrigerate—loos
afflicted or stricken with cold
the Himalayas—loos
Goddess Durga

power, might, valour, courage, spiritedness, spirit

extreme exhaustion or fatigue, trouble bewilderment—loos
fainting with exhaustion or fatigue or harassment, to cow in fear etc., to be in deep waters or great difficulties

poet corrupt of gold—loos
 gold—loos
gold-colored

made of gold, gold-colored, golden

gold—loos
 auriferous (2) Brahman

ton—loos

eon sulphate, green vitriol

coppers

poet corrupt of histrion

(discovery of) a means or method to work out (the actor)
(discovery of) a remedy (the actor)
disposal (the actor)
arrangement (the actor)
provision (the actor)
, providing with an employment (the actor)
settlement (the actor)
trace (the actor)

a wave, a swing, a wavy or swinging motion

spell of histrion

calculation, reckoning, accounting, accounts, an estimate, rate
(explanation or consideration or deliberation)
(repetition of)
to calculate, (explanation or consideration or deliberation)
to consider or deliberate, (explanation or consideration or deliberation)
to take into account
(hint to ask or consider)
to demand an explanation, to call or bring to account

histrion—loos
histrion
histrion

v to settle up accounts, to quit scores to be quits to cry quits, to close an account with
(hint to settle
v to submit or tender accounts or an estimate
v to give an account

same as

(Coll) histrion—loos
v to keep accounts of,
(hint to be heedful of histrion—loos
v to be calculated or counted or reckoned
(hint to include in calculation, or counting or reckoning or accounts or in an estimate)
on which account, at what rate,
(fig) on what ground or by what logic
on no account

—loos
—loos
—loos
—loos
—loos
—loos
—loos
—loos
—loos
—loos
—loos
—loos
—loos
—loos
—loos

an accounts-clerk (loos)
an accountant
accounting, accounts, detailed reckoning,
(fig) an explanation

—loos

—loos

—a of accounting or accounts; calculating, given to forethought, calculating frugal, economical,
cautious, circumspect

histrionic

—a hysterical

—loos

indicating hissing or fizzing sound

(fig) histrion—loos

(a part allotted or owned or taken), a share
(partner or share-holder or co-owner

(a partner or share-holder or co-owner

indicating repeated or continued hissing or fizzing sound

in cold giggling noise

v to shiver in cold

(a) a devoid of, divested of, deprived of, destitute of, lacking, bereaved of less
(base, vile, hateful, lowly, depressed, inferior, lower
(lowered degraded, humiliated, humble, undignified poor indigent
(miserable, decreased or diminished, dull dim
v to debase, to lower, to degrade, to humiliate to make poor or indigent
(a) doing vile or hateful deed, employed in a lowly or base work
(a) depraved, mean-natured
(a) mean-minded
(a) low-born
(a) belonging to a lowly or depressed or vile caste or race

(a) privation, absence, lack, meanness, vileness, hatefulfulness, low state, depression, infertility, humiliation; humility, indignity, poverty, misery, shortage,
government रुक्मण-ए-पाकिस्तान — n. the Government of Pakistan.

रुक्मण—n an order, a command, an injunction, permission रुक्म करा—v to order, to command, to enjoin रुक्म चाहि करा—v to issue an order or command or injunction रुक्म जाोः करा न पान करा—v to carry out or execute an order, to comply with an order रुक्म देशावा—v to give an order, to command, to issue an injunction, to give permission to permit रुक्म—वर्णी रुक्म—सी रुक्म—कार—int (in the army & police) who comes there, a call of challenge by a sentry रुक्म—नाम—n a written order, a writ of command, a warrant, a person whichरुक्म मार्गर—n person who carries out order.

रुक्म—n a roar, a menacing shout or cry रुक्म हातः, रुक्म देशावा—n, (poet) रुक्म—v to roar, to rile a menacing shout or cry.

रुक्म, रुक्म—n a passing popular excitement or trend न a fashion esp a passing one, a rumour रुक्म देशावा—v to spread a rumour रुक्म देशावा—v to raise a rumour रुक्म मार्गर—v to participate (or involve oneself) madly in a passing popular excitement or trend रुक्म—n a given to participating madly in a passing popular excitement or trend, given to accepting madly a passing fashion, given to indulging in rumours.

रुक्म—n a term for addressing a prince, a judge, a master etc., Your Majesty, Your Highness, Your honour My Lord, Your Excellency, Your Reverence, Sir etc., a master, an honoured person, the presence of a prince, judge, master etc.

रुक्म—v (coll) रुक्म कौश—v to have a hookah a hooka—n; रुक्म कौश—n a hookah bearer.

रुक्म, रुक्म—n consciousness, sensibility, sensation, feeling or perception, good sense (परिचित े), caution रुक्म कौश—v to regain consciousness or sensibility or sensation or power of feeling or perception, to come to one’s senses, to become cautious. रुक्म कौश—a cautious, circumspect, on the alert. रुक्म कौश—n caution, cautioning, cautiousness.

रुक्म—n a hook रुक्म कौश—n a hookworm, Ankylolopta.

रुक्म—n authority, rule,
biting with one’s husband’s shunning one’s husband’s company

ह्रसा, ह्रसाः—n a latch, a bolt ह्रसका अटी, ह्रसका वेंजन—v to latch, to bolt

ह्रसक्र—int indicating movement in a crowd shoving one another, sudden crumbling down of a large and heavy object ह्रसक्र करिए जलिया पढ़—v to crumble down noisily to fall with a crash

ह्रास—milder var of ह्रसक्र
ह्रास—n a shove, a push, (loos) a cudgel ह्रास नातान—० to shove, to cudgel ह्रास—v mutual shoving cap in a crowd, noisy gambolling or playing ह्रासहि कस्ता—v to shove one another noisily, to gambol or play noisily

ह्रासु—int indicating disorderly or sudden or noisy movements ह्रासु—int indicating repeated disorderly or noisy movement

ह्रासु—v—coll corruptions of ह्रास and ह्रासक्र respectively

ह्रास, (rej) ह्री—n a bill of exchange, a bank-draft, a note of hand ह्रास काटा, ह्रास वेंजन—v to issue a bill of exchange ह्रास वेंजन—v to cash a bill of exchange ह्रास—n a drawer. ह्रास काटा—n a drawee ह्रास—n an expression of dejection, worry dismay etc ह्रास—adv through right or dismay.

ह्रासक्र—ह्रास—n fire, the fire god, sacrificial fire
ह्रासक्र, (dial) ह्रास—n the largest and ugliest species of owl
ह्रासक्र, (coll) ह्रास—n jurisdiction precincts (of a building)

ह्रासक्र—n whooping-cough

ह्रास—int indicating the whooping cry of the monkey, the noise of sudden leaping, suddenness ह्रास—suddenly (and rashly)

ह्रास—(1) n identical, exactly similar (2) adv exactly.

ह्रास—n a threat, intimidation ह्रास—वेंजन—v to give a threatening, to threaten, to intimidate, to utter a threat.

ह्रास—v coming near to falling prone whilst walking or whilst attempting eagerly to approach somebody or get something, to stumble ह्रास—v a flurry

ह्रास—n an antenna, a sting ह्रास कस्ता, ह्रास वेंजन—v to sting

ह्रास—n a tumultuous confusion, a great hubbub or commotion, a tumult ह्रास—n a commotion, a tumult, a sound made by Hindu women by moving their tongues within their mouths on festive occasions

ह्रास—n a police circular containing the description of personal features of an absconding criminal and asking the public to help in his apprehension

ह्रास (also ह्रासक्र, ह्रासक्र), ह्रासक्र, ह्रास—variants of ह्रास, ह्रासक्र and ह्रास

ह्रास—n a hubbub or tumult raised by a crowd revelry

ह्रास, ह्रासक्र—variants of ह्रास and ह्रासक्र respectively

ह्रास—int indicating the noise of quick movement or emission ह्रास—int indicating repeated ह्रास noise

ह्रास—int indicating the noise made by a strong wind or by a powerful flame of fire, the state of affliction, dejection etc (ह्रास ह्रास करा)

ह्रास, (rej) ह्रास—n Huns, a Hun
ह्रास—n a robbed, looted, plundered, stolen ह्रास—n robbed of everything, robbed of all one’s possession, utterly ruined.
ह्रास—n a deprived of one’s right or possession or office or privilege, dispossessed, ousted, dismissed, cashiered

ह्रास—n the heart ह्रास—n the inmost part of the heart, the bottom of one’s heart, the bosom ह्रास—same as ह्रास, ह्रास, ह्रास—n throbbing of the heart esp in fear, palpitation, heart-beat ह्रास—n the heart ह्रास—n antina pectoris, (pop) heart-ache ह्रास—n, heart-beat

ह्रास—n the heart, the mind, the bosom ह्रास—same as ह्रास, ह्रास—n captivating the heart, very pleasant or charming fem ह्रासक्रिया ह्रास—v. to feel deeply, to understand or grasp, to realize. ह्रास—n a born of or originating from the heart. ह्रास—n the heart-string. ह्रास—n a melting the heart, pathetic, touching. ह्रास—n the heart
conceived as a piece of canvas for painting

ना हुम्रक्षा—m a husband, a lover, a sweet-heart नी० हुम्रक्षा—a wife नी० हुम्रक्षा—a large-hearted, magnanimous, sympathetic, hearty नी० हुम्रक्षा—a heart-rending, heart-breaking, pathetic, cutting to the quick नी० हुम्रक्षा—n heartache, grief, affliction, heart-burning, secret grudging नी० हुम्रक्षा—the heart conceived as a shrine, the sacred and secret abode of the heart नी० हुम्रक्षा—the sole lord of one's heart, darling husband, the presiding deity नी० हुम्रक्षा—a touching or moving the heart, very appealing or pathetic नी० हुम्रक्षा—a heartless, extremely unfeeling नी० हुम्रक्षा—n heartlessness नी० हुम्रक्षा—the heart conceived as the sky the expanse of the heart नी० हुम्रक्षा—n the heart conceived as a seat नी० हुम्रक्षा—n the lord or master of one's heart a lover, a husband नी० हुम्रक्षा—the mistress or lady of one's heart, a wife नी० हुम्रक्षा—n a great outburst of emotion unrestrained outpouring of thought and feeling

हरि—poet corrup of हरि हरि—n the canvas of the heart हरि—n the heart conceived as a lotus हरि—n the heart conceived as a lotus to sit upon, the seat of the heart-lotus

हरा०—a lying in the most recesses of one's heart

हरा०—n heart-beat

हरा०—n pericardium

हरा०—n heart disease cardiac complaint cardiac arrest, (cp) coronary thrombosis

हरा०—a captivating the heart pleasant dear to the heart, cordial, sincere, hearty, loving amicable नी० हुम्रक्षा—n pleasantness, cordiality, sincerity heartiness, love, amiability

विश्वन (विश्वन) , Narayana (नारायणा), Krishna (कृष्णा)

हरा०—v delighted, gladdened, glad cheerful, joyful happy, pleased हरा०—adv with a happy mind, gladly cheerfully, joyfully, happily हुम्रक्षा—a cheerful and burly, buxom, happy and plump

हरा०—int used in addressing or apostrophizing O

हरा०—int (vulg indicating earnest solicitation or appeal.

हरा०—int a call to exertion as in heaving, (cp) heave ho

हरा०—(1) n a sudden tug or pull, (2) a sudden and forceful (हरा० टाइन)

हरा०—same as हरा०

हरा०—pop var of हरा०

हरा०—n a most ordinary, of no importance negligible नी० हुम्रक्षा—n a man in the street, (cp) the rabble

हरा०—(1) n bent down bowing down (हरा० दुःख), bending down one's head, stooping (हरा० दुःख, हरा० दुःख) (2) n the underneath, bottom (हरा० काटा), 汪 of the 色 of 色 to hang one's head from shame

हरा० नी० हुम्रक्षा—a large and flat like an urn (हरा० नी० हुम्रक्षा), deep and 'harsh crossing (हरा० नी० हुम्रक्षा)

हरा०—n a tree akin to the palm नी० हुम्रक्षा—n a stick made of the timber of the aforesaid tree नी० हुम्रक्षा—n a riddle, an enigma a puzzle.

हरा०—n a kitchen-room of a residential building a kitchen

हरा०—corrupt of हाँसुलि and हाँसुलि

हरा०, हरा०, हरा०—variants of हरा०, हाँसुलि, हिंदुस्थान and हाँसुलि

हरा०—int gee'

हरा०—(1) n the head, intelligence, understanding (2) a (in comp) chief, head नी० हुम्रक्षा—n a headclerk नी० हुम्रक्षा—n a headmaster

हरा०—n reasoning, cause, origin, the final cause, purpose, (log) the argument for deduction, one of the five members of a syllogism in Indian logic नी० हुम्रक्षा—because of this, by this reason, by virtue of this, on account of this, for this purpose नी० हुम्रक्षा—n act of showing cause, mention of the cause, argument, reasoning', the preamble of a law नी० हुम्रक्षा—n (phil) teleology

हरा०—n a fallacy

हरा०, हरा०—adv (poet) here

हरा०—v (sl) to become extremely distressed for being separated from one's lover or from an object very much longed for, to desensitize

हरा०—int (obs) used in addressing, O.

हरा०—a such, such like, like

हरा०, (dial.) हरा०—n slight, neglect, (coll) distress, (coll) harassment

हरा०—same as हरा०

हरा०—n a troublesome burden or charge.

हरा०—n गोलाम, बा० मालमाल—v. to bear a
troublesome burden or execute a troublesome charge, (cp) to bear the brunt of.

Custody — n custody. charge, ye ḍhọṭtāc, ḍhọṭtāna- to commit to the 
body or charge or care of.

1 gold (2) a (in comp) made 
golden ḍhọṭtāna having gold
-or complexion

— n the season occurring between 
autumn and winter comprising the months 
of Kartika (कर्तिक) and Agrahayana (अग्रहायन) 
Himayāna- a having a golden complexion, 
having a body made of gold fem ḍhọṭtāni, 
Himayāni- a having a golden glow or radiance

Himayā- a fit to be cast off contemptible despicable slighted, base vile, hateful, 
abject ḍhọṭtāna- contempt, slight, neglect ḍhọṭtāna- to regard as contemptible, 
to slight to neglect, to belittle, to take a dim view of

Himayān- alteration or modification esp to a slight degree, (slight) difference 
(accts) manipulation (as in a balance-sheet) Himayān- to alter or modify 
or differentiate (esp slightly), (accts) to manipulate

Himayā- v (poet) to behold to see

(1) v to slant, to lean or incline to (2) a slanting, leaning or inclining to.

Himayā- adv swayingly sideways, swayingly, in waddling fashion

Himayā- n contempt, slight, disdain, neglect ḍhọṭtāna- to treat with 
contempt to slight, to despise, to neglect Himayā- adv with ease, without effort, 
through negligence or carelessness (हिमायान हयान)

— Himayā- v to cause to slant or to lean 
or incline to (2) a slanting leaning or inclining to

Himayān- n utter contempt or slight or disrespect or neglect ḍhọṭtāna- to 
slight or disrespect or neglect (properly 
Himayān- adv without any effort, 
egnegligently

Himayā- a corrupt of हयान (a)

Himayā- n a non-venomous snake

Himayā- n a kind of water-cress, Hingrsha repens

(see Himayā)

Himayā- n finalization, final settle-
ment ḍhọṭtāna- to finalize, to settle finally, to see through

- int ho

- alt spell of धोखेल

- alt spell of धोखेल

- a relating to the cold season or 
winter, cold, wintry

- a made of gold golden, gold-coloured, aureate, golden, pertaining to 
gold aureate

- a of the सहस्र season. fem धोखेली

- हिमयान- a Himalayan. हिमयान- n Goddess Durga (दुर्गा)

- alt. spell of धोखेल

- int हौ, O, oh ah

- a stumble ḍhोकटा- to stumble

- धोकटा, धोकटा- a (derg) corpulent, 
dull-witted, obstinate

- a corpulent धोकटा- सुकुमा, 
धोकटा-सुकुमा- a corpulent and dark-
complexioned man or beast

- (dial) होलिन- n a species of 
aquatic grass chiefly used in building the 
walls of huts होलिन- सुकुमा, (corrupt) होलिन- 
the pollen of the flowers of the 
aforesaid grass

- n a hotel, an inn, (loos) an 
eating-house होलिन- सुकुमा- n a hotel-
keeper, a hotelier, an inn-keeper, (loos) 
the owner or manager of an eating-house

- n a performer or a priest of a 
religious sacrifice

- n an oblation a sacrifice होलिन- 
fem. of होलिन होलिन- a relating to a 
religious sacrifice, sacrificial.

- होलिन, होलिन- adv (poet) there

- n an oblation of fire into which 
ghee is poured होलिन- n a pit for making 
a sacrificial fire होलिन- n a cow 
whose milk is used in religious sacrifices 
होलिन- n the residual ashes of a sacrificial fire

- होलिन- होलिन- a (sarcas) prominent and 
influential and well-to-do, a person of high 
status or established social position.

- होलिन- होलिन- सुकुमा- big guns

- होलिन, होलिन- n a sacrificial fire 
होलिन- सुकुमा- homeopathy.

- होलिन- n (astrol) an hour. होलिन- a 
— n astrology.

- होलिन, होलिन, होलिन- n. the Hindu feast
of commemorating the throwing of red powder at one another by Krishna (ক্ষীর) and the milkmaids enamoured of him

হোস, (rej) হোস—variants of হেস

হেস—n. the noise of a very loud laughter হেসে হেসে করিয়া তাহা হাসে—v to burst into a very loud laughter, to guffaw

হোস—n a large cistern or water reservoir

হোস—n a trading establishment, a mercantile firm, a house

বাণ্ডা—a repulsively greedy esp of food বাণ্ডাসিন—n repulsive greediness তি of food

হাত—v of হাত

হাতে—var of হাতে

হাতে—n a hat হাতে-হাতি—a wearing a hat, batted

বাণ্ডেসন্যী—n a handwritten document of obligation to repay a loan, an IOU বাণ্ডেসন্যী কাটা—v to write out or issue an IOU

বাণ্ডন, বাণ্ড, বাণ্ড—alt. spellings of হেস, হেস ও হেস respectively

হেস—n a lake, a lagoon, a large pond

হেস—a short, small, dwarfish, low, low-pitched, small in amount, little.

ইযুক্ত—v to diminish, to decrease, lessen, to reduce, to curtail ইযুক্ত পাতাত—down

ইযুক্ত—v to be diminished, to diminish, to decrease, to decline, to be reduced or curtailed, to wane ইযুক্ত—a diminished, decreased, reduced, abated, waned ইযুক্ত—n appreciation and depreciation, rise and fall (দুঃখের ইযুক্ত), warming and waxing (দুঃখ-কৰ্ময় ইযুক্ত), aggravation and diminution (কৰ্মের ইযুক্ত)

ইযুক্ত—n bashfulness, modesty ইযুক্ত—a modest bashful fem ইযুক্তি

ইযুক্তি, হেসক্ষণ—n the neighing of the horse

ইযুক্তি, হেসক্ষণ—n delight gladness joy

ইযুক্তি—a delighted, gladened, joyful

ইযুক্তি—n (Vaishnava phil) God, Radha (রাধা)